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Increasing incidents of cyber attacks and evolution of quantum computing poses challenges to secure existing information and
communication technologies infrastructure. In recent years, quantum key distribution (QKD) is being extensively researched, and is
widely accepted as a promising technology to realize secure networks. Optical fiber networks carry a huge amount of information,
and are widely deployed around the world in the backbone terrestrial, submarine, metro, and access networks. Thus, instead
of using separate dark fibers for quantum communication, integration of QKD with the existing classical optical networks has
been proposed as a cost-efficient solution, however, this integration introduces new research challenges. In this paper, we do a
comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art QKD secured optical networks, which is going to shape communication networks in the
coming decades. We elucidate the methods and protocols used in QKD secured optical networks, and describe the process of key
establishment. Various methods proposed in the literature to address the networking challenges in QKD secured optical networks,
specifically, routing, wavelength and time-slot allocation (RWTA), resiliency, trusted repeater node (TRN) placement, QKD for
multicast service, and quantum key recycling are described and compared in detail. This survey begins with the introduction to
QKD and its advantages over conventional encryption methods. Thereafter, an overview of QKD is given including quantum bits,
basic QKD system, QKD schemes and protocol families along with the detailed description of QKD process based on the Bennett
and Brassard-84 (BB84) protocol as it is the most widely used QKD protocol in the literature. QKD system are also prone to some
specific types of attacks, hence, we describe the types of quantum hacking attacks on the QKD system along with the methods used
to prevent them. Subsequently, the process of point-to-point mechanism of QKD over an optical fiber link is described in detail
using the BB84 protocol. Different architectures of QKD secured optical networks are described next. Finally, major findings from
this comprehensive survey are summarized with highlighting open issues and challenges in QKD secured optical networks.

Index Terms—Quantum-Classical Coexistence; Quantum Key Distribution; Lightpath Attacks; Optical Networks; Routing,
Wavelength and Time-slot Allocation; Trusted Repeater Nodes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Q
UANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION (QKD) has emerged

as a solution to provide security for the future optical

communication networks. Conventional encryption methods

enable security against cyber attacks using public-key cryp-

tography [1], [2]. The level of security achieved by such

methods is based on the computational complexity of the

employed mathematical functions. With the development of

faster processing chips, it is becoming easier to compromise

the security offered by public-key cryptography. Moreover, the

evolution of quantum computers [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],

[9] necessitates the need for QKD to secure the information

transmitted over communication networks since the existing

encryption methods will not be able to provide security in the

era of quantum computing [10], [11], [12].

QKD is based on the fundamental principles of quantum

mechanics, namely, the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle and
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the quantum no-cloning theorem [13], [14], [15]. Heisenberg’s

uncertainty principle states that it is not possible to accurately

measure a pair of conjugate properties, i.e., the position

and momentum of an object simultaneously [16], [17], [18].

Quantum no-cloning theorem states that it is not possible

to exactly replicate the arbitrary unknown quantum states

carried by the particles such as photons [19], [20], [21], [22],

[23]. The uncertainty principle and the no-cloning theorem

imply that a quantum bit (qubit) cannot be copied and any

attempt of copying it can be detected by the sender (referred

to as ‘Alice’), and the receiver (referred to as ‘Bob’). QKD

generates and distributes secret keys between the sender and

the receiver [14], [24]. The generated random secret keys can

then be used to encrypt and decrypt the classical data using

the conventional encryption algorithms [25] such as one-time

pad [26] and advanced encryption standards (AES) [27].

In 1984, Charles H. Bennett and Gilles Brassard developed

the first QKD protocol, known as the Bennett and Brassard-

84 (BB84) protocol [13], [28], and subsequently, various other

QKD protocols were proposed over the years [29], [30], [31],

[32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37]. The schemes and families

of QKD protocols are described in Section II along with a

detailed description of the first as well as the most widely used

BB84 protocol. Most of the QKD protocols employ single-

photon sources and detectors for secret key generation and

detection. Since the single-photon sources and detectors are

still under development, implementation of QKD has been

widely done using weak coherent light sources. However, such

devices are imperfect for the implementation of QKD and may

cause security loopholes in the system, thereby making the

QKD system insecure [38], [39], [40]. Thus, to protect the

QKD systems from such imperfections, new QKD protocols,
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namely, the decoy-state QKD protocol [41], [42], [43] and the

measurement-device-independent QKD (MDI-QKD) protocol

[44], [45], [46] have been proposed.

QKD can be realized over both the free-space [47], [48],

[49] and the optical fiber [50], [51], [52] media. In this survey,

we focus on the optical fiber networks secured by QKD.

Optical fiber has been usually considered as a secure mode of

transmission due to propagation of optical signals inside the

guided medium, however, the increasing incidents of lightpath

attacks including jamming, eavesdropping, data interception,

among others [53], [54], [55] motivated the research and

development of QKD secured optical fiber communication.

The initial QKD experiments were conducted over separate

dark fibers. However, the dark fibers are neither available in

abundance to realize quantum communication globally, nor it

is cost-effective to deploy a separate global optical network for

this purpose. Since optical fibers carry almost all of the global

internet traffic currently, and are deployed widely around

the world in the access, metro, terrestrial backbone, and the

submarine networks, it is a general consensus to integrate

QKD with the existing optical networks. However, since the

quantum signals are weak (consisting of few countable photons

per pulse) as compared to the classical signals (consisting of

millions of photons per pulse), the coexistence of quantum

and classical signals in a common optical fiber is challenging.

Moreover, the transmission distance of quantum signals is

much lower as compared to the classical signals as they are

weak. Furthermore, any interaction between the quantum sig-

nals and classical signals might further deteriorate the quality

of quantum signals and can also alter the quantum states. Thus,

to integrate QKD with the existing optical networks, multi-

plexing techniques, namely, wavelength division multiplexing

(WDM) and time division multiplexing (TDM) have been

extensively researched in the recent past to share the available

optical bandwidth among the quantum and classical signals.

WDM is used to transmit multiple optical signals onto a single

fiber using multiple wavelengths, whereas TDM is used to

transmit multiple data streams over a common communication

channel by separating them into multiple segments, where each

independent data stream is demultiplexed at the receiving end

in the time domain.

In 1997, Townsend demonstrated the first simultaneous

transmission of quantum and classical signals over single

fiber using WDM, where original (O)-band (1260-1360 nm)

was used for the quantum signals, and conventional (C)-band

(1530-1565 nm) for the classical signals [56]. Thus, using

WDM in the QKD secured optical networks, the quantum and

classical signals are spaced apart in wavelength, where the

optical band used for the quantum signals is referred to as the

quantum signal channel (QSCh), and the optical band used

for the transmission of classical signals is referred to as the

traditional data channel (TDCh) [12],[24]. Quantum signals

are transmitted through the QSCh by using TDM. Besides the

QSCh and TDCh, another channel, namely, public interaction

channel (PICh) is also required [24] to transmit the quantum

bit (qubit) measuring-basis and the information during post-

processing between the sender and the receiver [24]. O-band

has higher losses as compared to the C-band, hence it restricts

the transmission distance of weak quantum signals, and results

in lower secret key rate (SKR) [57]. Thus, in the later exper-

iments, all the three types of channels, namely, QSCh, PICh,

and TDCh were allocated different wavelengths bands from

the C-band, thus bringing the three of them closer. In [58],

experimental demonstration of quantum-classical coexistence

in C-band was performed using dense WDM (DWDM), where

the spacing between the channels was kept as 400 GHz

and 800 GHz . This channel spacing is necessary to avoid

interaction between the quantum and the classical signals [59],

[60]. However, a higher channel spacing results in spectrum

wastage. Thus, efforts have been made to further reduce

the channel spacing, and an experimental demonstration of

quantum-classical coexistence was conducted with 200 GHz

channel spacing [52], as shown in Fig. 1. Several other

demonstrations of multiplexing QSCh, PICh, and TDCh in a

single fiber have been conducted recently [50], [51], [61], [62],

[63], [64], [65], [66], [67], [68]. Although several successful

demonstrations of quantum-classical coexistence in a single

fiber have been conducted for point-to-point links, the QKD

secured networks present new challenges to be addressed for

practical realization of quantum communication globally over

the existing optical networks. Such networking challenges of

QKD secured optical networks, the procedure involved, and

detailed explanation of Fig. 1, i.e., allocation of channels using

WDM are given in Section V.
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Fig. 1: Types of channels in QKD-secured optical networks

[12]

Several QKD networks and testbeds have been established

in different part of the world to assess their performance

in real environment. The world’s first quantum cryptography

network, namely, Defense Advanced Research Project Agency

(DARPA) quantum network, consisting of 10 nodes was in-

stalled between Harvard University, Boston University, and

BBN [69], [70]. The European project for Secure Communi-

cation based on Quantum Cryptography (SECOQC) combined

several QKD systems into a single QKD network considering

trusted repeater architecture for long-distance communication

in Vienna in 2008 [71]. A QKD network has been established

in Tokyo by different organizations of Japan and Europe [72]

in 2010. Various long-term performance analyses of QKD

networks over the existing regional optical networks have

been conducted, namely, the SwissQuantum in Geneva [73]

that uses trusted repeaters, the Durban network in South

Africa [74], and the Cambridge quantum network [75]. A

metropolitan quantum network was demonstrated in Wuhu,

China [76]. In 2017, a 2000 km quantum link was established

in China, connecting four cities, namely, Beijing, Shanghai,

Jinan, and Hefei [77], [78], [79]. Based on the developed
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technology of quantum-classical signal coexistence, a few

companies [80], [81], [82], [83] currently provide dedicated

QKD services to governments, enterprises, and industrial

customers for protection of critical data in transit; and QKD

equipments to the research labs. Technological advancements

and progress have been made since the beginning of the

DARPA quantum network in 2002, and the methods used

and the processes involved in the practical QKD test-beds and

experiments, such as, key establishment, resource assignment,

trusted and untrusted repetition for long-distance communica-

tion, among others, are described in Section V along with the

proposed schemes in the literature and summarized in Table

IV. Moreover, major practical QKD systems involving the

optical networking concepts described in Section IV-V, are

summarized in Table V.

Despite the successful practical implementation of QKD

and performance analyses over testbeds, there are several

challenges to be addressed for global deployment of QKD

networks over the existing optical fibers used for classical

communication in a cost-efficient manner. Almost all the

experiments conducted till now for the QKD secured long-

haul optical networks are based on the placement of trusted

repeater nodes (TRNs) at regular distances to transmit the

weak quantum signals over long distances. TRNs increase the

cost of the system, and the reliance on TRNs might affect

the security of the system as well, hence new QKD secured

optical networks are being developed using MDI-QKD [44],

[45], [46], [84] and twin-field QKD (TF-QKD) [85], [86], [87]

to increase the transmission distance and secret key rate, thus

avoiding/reducing the TRNs. Moreover, integration of QKD

with the existing optical networks introduce new networking

challenges including routing, wavelength, and time-slot allo-

cation (RWTA), resilient QKD, TRN placement, integration

with cloud datacenters, among others. Extensive research

has been done in the recent years to propose architectures

for QKD secured optical networks based on WDM and to

address various networking challenges. However, a greater

challenge lies ahead to explore integration of QKD with

the next-generation optical network technologies to be used

for classical communication that provide spectral and spatial

flexibility to expand the capacity of optical networks.

Standardization efforts on QKD systems and networks

are also in progress by organizations such as International

Telecommunication Union (ITU), European Telecommunica-

tions Standards Institute (ETSI), International Organization

for Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission

(ISO/IEC), Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

(IEEE) and Internet Engineering Task Force/Internet Research

Task Force (IETF/IRTF) [88]. Standardization of QKD sys-

tems and networks is essential to facilitate interoperability of

QKD devices in a multi-vendor environment that will make it

possible to integrate QKD technology with the communication

networks. Documentation related to QKD standards have been

released by different standards developing organizations, and

some more are still in progress. The ITU-Telecommunications

(ITU-T) Study Group 13 (ITU-T SG 13) “Future Networks”

[89] is focusing on next-generation networks (NGNs), network

aspects of mobile telecommunications, and standardization of

QKD networks (QKDN) and have published majority of its

standards on QKD in the Y-series of ITU-T recommendations.

The ITU-T Y.3800-Y.3804 recommendations cover overview

of networks supporting QKD; functional requirements and

architecture; key management, quality of service aspect; and

control and management [90]. The ITU-T Study Group 17

(ITU-T SG 17) “Security” [91] recently started working on

standardization in quantum network security and published its

standards in the X-series of ITU-T recommendations. This

recommendation series include security considerations [92],

security framework, key combination and confidential key

supply for QKD networks.

An Industry Specification Group (ISG) on QKD for users

at ETSI (ETSI ISG-QKD) [93] is working on various industry

specifications and have published several group specification

documents on QKD (ETSI GS QKD), such as internal and

application interfaces, module security specification, optical

characterization of QKD components and QKD system, im-

plementation of security requirements, and a control interface

for software-defined networks [94]. A working group-WG3

“Security Evaluation, Testing, and Specification” of ISO and

IEC (ISO/IEC Joint Technical Committee (JTC) 1/SC27) is

focusing on security requirements, test, and evaluation meth-

ods for QKD and have proposed standards for improving the

design and implementation security of different QKD devices

and evaluating the security of QKD modules [88], [92]. The

IEEE P1913 draft standard [95] enables dynamic addition,

modification, and removal of quantum protocols or appli-

cations by configuring quantum devices in communication

networks. In IEEE P1913, a YANG model is presented, whose

QKD module, when applied to devices in a communication

network, can capture the information such as transceiver

rates, QKD protocol, and other QKD-specific characteristics.

Although several standardization efforts are ongoing world-

wide, consideration of parallel technological advancements in

the classical and quantum communication technologies, and

harmonization among different standardization organizations

is essential to avoid possible contradictions in the standards

being published by them.

This survey aims to cover all the relevant aspects of QKD

secured optical networks including the motivation behind

the necessity of QKD secured optical networks. Thus, the

important terminologies and concepts of QKD are described

first, such as qubit, a basic QKD system, types of attacks

in QKD systems, and different QKD protocols (with detailed

description of BB84 protocol since we use it later to explain

the process of QKD secured optical communication networks)

to develop a basic understanding. However, the readers inter-

ested in others important aspects of QKD such as device-

level research and protocol-specific studies are encouraged

to refer to the corresponding literature. The point-to-point

QKD over fiber system; architecture of mesh connected QKD

secured optical networks; important networking challenges in

QKD secured optical networks and the existing methods to

solve them are described next. Furthermore, some of the most

relevant challenges and crucial research aspects related to

QKD secured optical networks are highlighted. A summary

of learnings from this survey is given at the end. To the best
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of authors’ knowledge, this is the first survey that covers the

networking aspects of QKD secured optical networks. A few

survey papers [1],[15], [25], [96], [97], [98], [99], [100] have

been published on some specific issues of quantum cryptog-

raphy and related areas. However, none of them provide a

comprehensive survey and discussion covering various aspects

that are essential to develop a complete understanding of the

QKD secured optical networks. Moreover, discussion on the

limitations of the existing technology and important future

research directions covering various aspects are essential for

a survey article that we provide in this paper.

A. Contributions of this Paper

Main contributions of this survey paper are as follows:

• We provide an overview of the need of QKD in the

quantum computing era and the integration of QKD with

optical networks.

• A review of the experimental demonstrations conducted

till now for QKD secured optical networks and testbeds

developed in different parts of the world.

• We provide a review of QKD with relevant examples

and the process for secret key generation using BB84

protocol. BB84 protocol has been widely used in the

literature as well as in the experimental demonstrations.

Thus, in this paper, to describe various concepts and

procedures, we use BB84, and hence explain the BB84

protocol in detail in Section II.B.3(a).

• We survey and review different types of quantum hacking

attacks, and methods to protect optical networks from

such attacks.

• Various architectures of QKD secured optical networks

using WDM are explained in detail covering different

types of channels and planes.

• Networking aspects and new research challenges in QKD

secured optical networks are highlighted and various

state-of-the-art methods proposed to address those chal-

lenges are elucidated.

• We discuss the limitations of the existing methods, and

highlight some of the most relevant open issues and

challenges to be addressed in the QKD secured WDM

optical network, elastic optical network (EON), and the

multicore fiber (MCF) network.

B. Organization of this Paper

In Section II, basics of QKD such as those related to

qubits, QKD protocols, the QKD system and its underlying

process using the BB84 protocol, quantum hacking attacks

and their methods of prevention are reviewed. Section III

explains the point-to-point mechanism of quantum-secured

optical networks. Section IV describes different architectures

of QKD-secured optical networks. Section V elucidates net-

working aspects of QKD secured optical networks along with

the existing methods proposed to solve the key networking

challenges. Section VI presents open issues and challenges

in QKD secured optical networks. Section VII summarizes

the key findings from this survey paper. Finally, Section

VIII concludes the paper. A list of abbreviations is given in

Appendix A.

II. OVERVIEW OF QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION

This section gives an overview of QKD including qubits

and its representation, and a basic yet complete QKD system.

Subsequently, we describe the underlying QKD process using

the BB84 protocol, the schemes for designing QKD protocols,

and the quantum hacking attacks along with the method of

prevention.

A. Quantum Bits

A classical bit is the basic entity of the classical com-

putation and information systems. Similarly, a qubit coined

by Benjamin Schumacher [101] is the basic entity of the

quantum information and quantum computation systems [21].

In a classical system, a bit can be in two states, i.e., 0 or 1.

In quantum systems, a qubit has two basis states, represented

as |0〉 or |1〉, where |〉 is Dirac or bra-ket notation [21], [102].

However, a qubit can be in a quantum superposition of the

basis states |0〉 and |1〉 simultaneously [5], [8], [103], which

is the key difference between a classical bit and a qubit. Bloch

sphere is used to graphically represent the possible quantum

states of a qubit, as shown in Fig. 2 [21]. Fig. 3 shows the

vector representation of the classical bit and the qubit. The

representation of qubit states depends on the computational

basis. Some examples of qubit states |ψ〉 in the Bloch sphere

are |0〉, |1〉, |+〉, |−〉, |+ i〉, and | − i〉.
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Fig. 2: Bloch Sphere [21], [104]
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Fig. 3: Vector representation of classical bit and qubit

B. Basic QKD System

This subsection describes a basic QKD system, QKD pro-

tocols, and the process of QKD system using BB84 protocol
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Fig. 4: Basic QKD system [105]

1) Components of a basic QKD system and their function-

alities

A QKD system requires two types of channels, viz. QSCh

[106] and PICh; a QKD protocol; and encryption/decryption

blocks, as shown in Fig. 4.

• QSCh is used to send the quantum states of light (pho-

tons) between the nodes, i.e., Alice and Bob.

• PICh is used to transmit the measuring-basis of qubits,

and to verify the generated shared secret keys using the

post-processing methods [107]. After post-processing, a

final random secret key is generated between Alice and

Bob.

• A QKD protocol [96] is used in QKD to establish secure

connection between Alice and Bob. It generates secret

keys and also analyzes the amount of correct information

shared between the users during the key generation.

• The encryption and decryption blocks are required to

encrypt the information using the secret keys and then

to decrypt it back.

2) Quantum key distribution protocols

(a) Schemes of QKD Protocol: The two main schemes used

to design QKD protocols are Prepare and Measure (P&M)

scheme, and Entanglement-Based (EB) scheme [1], [96],

[108].

(i) Prepare and Measure Scheme: In the P&M scheme, Alice

prepares the information in the form of polarized photons and

then sends that information to Bob, which is then measured

by Bob [96], [108], as shown in Fig. 5. The process of P&M

scheme is described in detail in Section II.B.3(a) using BB84

protocol. The P&M scheme is based on two fundamental laws

of quantum mechanics, namely, the Heisenberg’s uncertainty

principle and the quantum no-cloning theorem [105]. Some

of the QKD protocols based on this scheme are BB84 [13],

Bennett-92 (B92) [30], Six-State protocol (SSP) [32], [33],

Scarani Acin Ribordy Gisin-04 (SARG04) [34], Differential

Phase Shift (DPS) [36], [37], and others [44], [109].

(ii) Entanglement-Based Scheme: In the EB scheme, a

source generates entangled pairs of photons, i.e., the entangled

Alice Bob

PICh

QSCh

Polarized photons

Single 

photon 

source

Detector

Fig. 5: Concept of prepare and measure scheme [105]

quantum states, and sends them to Alice and Bob [110], as

shown in Fig. 6. Alice and Bob then measure the received

quantum states. In this scheme, the quantum states of both

the sender and receiver are associated in such a way that the

measurement on one affects the other, and both can easily

detect any attempt of eavesdropping [108]. The QKD protocols

based on this scheme are Ekert-91 (E91) [29] and Bennett

Brassard Meermin-92 (BBM92) [31].

Alice Bob

PICh

QSCh

Entangled 
photon source

Fig. 6: Concept of entanglement-based scheme [110]

(b) QKD protocol families: The QKD protocols belong to

one of the following three families, namely, discrete-variable

(DV)-QKD protocols, continuous-variable (CV)-QKD

protocols, and distributed-phase-reference (DPR)-QKD

protocols [96].

(i) Discrete-Variable QKD Protocols: The DV-QKD

protocols generate secret keys between Alice and Bob by

using the polarization states of photon or phase to encode

the bits. Such protocols utilize the photon counting and

post-processing methods for the detection of individual
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TABLE I: Summary of QKD Protocols

Protocol
Family

Name and Year
of Protocol

Protocol
Scheme

Principle Unique Feature Innovators and References

DV-QKD
BB84 (1984) P & M Heisenberg’s

uncertainty principle
The first quantum cryptography pro-
tocol, uses four polarization states of
photon

C. H. Bennett and G. Brassard
[13]

E91 (1991) EB Quantum
entanglement

The first QKD protocol based on the
principle of quantum entanglement

A. Ekert [29]

B92 (1992) P & M Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle

Identical to the BB84, however, it
uses only two non-orthogonal states

C. H. Bennett [30]

BBM92 (1992) EB Quantum
entanglement

The BBM92 protocol is the entangled
version of BB84 protocol

C. H. Bennett, G. Brassard, and
N. D. Mermin [31]

SSP (1998 & 1999) P & M Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle

This protocol uses higher number of
polarization states of photon (i.e., six)
as compared to the BB84 protocol

D. Bruß [32] and H.B-
Pasquinucci and N. Gisin[33]

SARG04 (2004) P & M Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle

Only the classical phase of SARG04
is different than the BB84 protocol

V. Scarani, A. Acin, G. Ribordy,
and N. Gisin [34]

CV-QKD
Discrete modulation
protocol (Squeezed-
state BB84 (2000))

P & M Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle

A new version of BB84 protocol with
the squeezed-state and discrete mod-
ulation

M. Hillery [111]

Gaussian protocol
(Squeezed-state
BB84 (2001))

P & M Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle

The squeezed-state based BB84 pro-
tocol with the Gaussian modulation

N. J. Cerf, M. Levy, G. Van Ass-
che [112]

DPR-QKD
DPS (2003) P & M Heisenberg’s

uncertainty principle
The first DPR based QKD protocol
that uses weak coherent sources, and
one bit delay circuit to generate, and
measure qubits, respectively

K. Inoue, E. Waks, and Y. Ya-
mamoto [36], [37]

COW (2004) P & M Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle

The COW protocol uses weak coher-
ent pulses for photon generation and
each bit is encoded in a sequence of
one non-empty (µ)-pulses (containing
the mean number of photons) and one
empty (0)-pulses

N. Gisin, G. Ribordy, H.
Zbinden, D. Stucki, N. Burnner,
and V. Scarani [109]

photons to generate the secret keys [96]. The first protocol of

this family is the BB84 protocol [13].

(ii) Continuous-Variable QKD Protocols About fifteen

years after implementation of the first DV-QKD protocol,

an alternative approach, namely, the continuous-variable

coding, was introduced by Ralph for secure data transmission

[35]. DV-QKD protocols require single photon sources and

detectors for implementation. However, CV-QKD protocol

uses standard telecommunication devices, such as positive-

intrinsic-negative (PIN) photo-diode. The major difference

between the DV-QKD and CV-QKD protocol lies in their

detection method. CV-QKD protocols replaced the photon

counting approach of discrete-variable coding with a coherent

detection method, i.e., homodyne detection, which is highly

efficient, cost-effective, and fast. The first squeezed-state

category of BB84 protocol [111], [112], [113] with the

discrete and Gaussian modulation was implemented by

Hillery [111] and Cerf et al. [112], respectively. Later,

experimental demonstrations of various CV-QKD protocols

were done to check the practicality of these protocols with

the coherent states of light [114], [115], [116], [117], [118],

[119], [120].

(iii) Distributed-Phase Reference QKD Protocols: The

QKD protocols of this family include DPS-QKD [36],

[37], [121] and coherent-one way (COW) protocol [96],

[109] which have been developed recently. In DPR-QKD

protocols, a sequence of coherent states of weak laser pulses

is transmitted from Alice to Bob. In the DPS-QKD protocol,

the intensity of the pulses is same; however, their phases

modulate. In COW protocol, the phases of all the pulses are

same; however, their intensities vary. Table I summarizes all

the aforementioned QKD protocols.

3) Basic process of a QKD system

Fig. 4 shows the components of a QKD system [105] and the

process of secure information exchange, as described below.

• A secret key is generated and shared between the Alice

and the Bob using a QKD protocol. The process of

secret key generation using BB84 protocol [13], [28] is

described below.

• After secret key generation, the encryption block en-

crypts information using some conventional encryption

algorithms [26], [27], [105]. The encrypted information is

known as ciphertext, which is then transmitted by Alice.

• Bob uses the same secret key to decrypt the ciphertext

to recover the original information, i.e., convert the

ciphertext into plaintext [25].
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(a) Process of secret key generation using BB84 Protocol:

The BB84 protocol [13], [28] is based on the basic principles

of quantum mechanics and is provably secure. For the gener-

ation of photons, the BB84 protocol uses pulses of polarized

light, where each pulse contains single photon. Single photon

is generated by using a single-photon source which reduces the

adverse effects of photon number splitting (PNS) attack [122],

[123], [124]. The BB84 protocol uses two bases, namely, a

rectilinear basis (R) with two polarization states of photons

(0◦ and 90◦) and a diagonal basis (D) with two polarization

states of photons (45◦ and 135◦), as shown in Fig. 7.

0°

90° 135° 45°

Fig. 7: Photon polarization states in BB84 protocol (R&D

bases) [28]

Fig. 8 shows the bit encoding in BB84 protocol according

to the original BB84 protocol proposed in [13]. Here, binary

0 is represented by 0◦ or horizontal (H) polarization state

in R or a 45◦ polarization state in D. Similarly, binary 1

is represented by a 90◦ or vertical (V) polarization state in

R or 135◦ polarization state in D [28]. Table II shows the

polarization bases, polarization states, and bit encoding in the

BB84 protocol.

0°

90°

45°135°

(Binary 0)

(Binary 0)

(Binary 1)

(Binary 1)

Fig. 8: Bit encoding in BB84 protocol [28]

TABLE II: Polarization bases, states, and bit encoding in BB84

protocol [28]

Polarization basis Polarization state Bit Encoding

Rectilinear (+) 0◦ or H Binary 0

90◦ or V Binary 1

Diagonal (×) 45◦ Binary 0

135◦ Binary 1

The process of a QKD system is explained in the following

phases below. Table III describes the operations involved in

different phases with an example as discussed in [13], [28]:

• Quantum Phase: In the quantum phase, Alice communi-

cates with Bob over the quantum channel in the following

steps [108]:

– Alice generates a random string of bits, and for each

bit, she choose a measuring basis randomly, either

R or D. The random string of bits along with the

polarization states, i.e., the string of qubits is then sent

to Bob through the quantum channel.

– Bob also chooses a measuring basis randomly for each

of the received qubit, and using the chosen basis, it

starts to measure the received bits. For a bit, if the

measuring bases of Alice and Bob match, it results in

a perfectly correlated result, otherwise, an uncorrelated

result. Sometimes, due to errors in detection and/or

transmission, Bob does not register anything (as shown

by blank entry from 5th row onwards in Table III).

– After measurement of all the bits, Bob records a string

of all the received bits, called as Raw key (Kraw) [14].

• Classical Phase: In the classical phase, Alice commu-

nicates with Bob over the classical channel to extract

secret keys from the measurement results. The secret key

extraction process, as shown in Fig. 9 involves of the

following steps [25], [107], [125]:

– Sifting: In this step, Alice and Bob exchange the

information related to the sent/received photons over

the classical channel. The random measuring bases

chosen by Alice and Bob are compared: the bits

corresponding to the same bases are kept, and the

bits corresponding to different measuring bases are

discarded. The remaining string of bits is known as

the sifted key (Ksifted) [14], [126].

– Error estimation: In order to avoid eavesdropping,

Alice and Bob decide a threshold value of quantum

bit error rate (QBERth), when there is no eavesdropper

(Eve) on the communication medium. QBER is the

ratio of the probability of getting wrong detection to the

total probability of detection. Based on that value, they

compare a random subset of Ksifted bits and calculate

the estimated QBERest. If QBERest > QBERth, the pro-

cess is terminated and restarted, otherwise continued.

[105], [125].

– Error reconciliation or error correction: This step is

used to further remove any chance of error occurred

during the sifting process. Different methods of error

reconciliation are used to enhance the capability of

error correction in the QKD protocols [108]. After this

process, the generated key is known as corrected key

(Kcorrected)

– Privacy amplification: Privacy amplification is an im-

portant step in this phase, which reduces the informa-

tion of secret key to a negligible amount against an

unauthenticated user and produces a new shorter key

using the universal hash functions. The generated final

key is known as the Secret key (Kfinal) [107], [125].

Additionally, an authentication process is required to

ensure safety of the generated secret key from eaves-

dropping [14].
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TABLE III: Example of BB84 protocol process [28]

Alice’s random bits 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

Alice’s measuring bases + × × + + × + × × + + ×

Photon polarization states V 135◦ 45◦ V H 45◦ V 135◦ 45◦ V H 45◦

Bob’s measuring bases + + + + + × + + × × + ×

Bob’s bits (Raw key) 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

Bob send his measuring

bases to Alice + + + + + × + × + ×

Alice confirm

the measuring bases T F F T T T T T T T

Sifted key 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

Bob reveals some

bits at random 1 0

Alice confirm the bits OK OK

Secret key 1 0 1 0 0 0

Raw key Sifted key Corrected  key Final secret key

(Kraw) (Ksifted) (Kcorrected) (Kfinal )
Sifting

Alice and Bob 

exchanges each other 

basis information of 

K raw for comparison

Error estimation 
and correction

Alice and Bob perform 

error correction to 

match the key

Privacy 
amplification

Alice randomly generates a string of bit and sends to 

Bob. They use this random string of bit to generate a 

Toeplitz matrix (TM).   Then the final secret key is 

multiplication of TM and K corrected ( [TM] K corrected)

Fig. 9: Post-processing procedure

• Encryption Phase: In this phase, the generated secret key

is then used for encryption and decryption of sensitive

information between two legitimate end-users. This phase

utilizes the one-time pad encryption [26] and symmet-

ric encryption algorithm, i.e., AES [27] to encrypt and

decrypt the data, and establish secure communication

between the end-users [105], [127].

C. Quantum hacking attacks and their prevention strategies

In this subsection, some of the significant and vulnerable

quantum hacking attacks or side-channel attacks at both the

source and detector sides are discussed [122], [128], [129].

These attacks can be made in the QKD systems during the

secret key generation. The security of QKD systems can be af-

fected by such attacks if the devices at user-ends are imperfect.

The practically realizable methods to prevent QKD protocols

[41],[44] from side-channels attacks are also discussed.

1) Source side attack and its prevention

(a) Source side attack: BB84 protocol [13], [28] has been

widely used to generate secret keys for practical QKD sys-

tems, however, this QKD protocol uses single-photon devices

(source/detector) at the sender and the receiver side [108].

In practice, it is difficult to design a perfect single-photon

transmitter or receiver. Thus, due to device imperfections,

side-channel attacks can affect the QKD systems [38], [40].

The most vulnerable attack at the source side is the PNS

attack [122], [130]. The PNS attack occurs due to the use

of a weak coherent source instead of a single-photon source

[131]. For example, when Alice sends single photon to Bob,

multiple photons get transmitted instead of single photon due

to device imperfections. In the PNS attack, the eavesdropper

first measures the number of photons of each transmitted

pulse. When s/he notices that multiple photons are being

transmitted simultaneously, s/he splits the photons, otherwise,

s/he blocks the transmitted pulse. After splitting the photons,

the eavesdropper stores one photon and pass the other photons

to the Bob via a lossless channel, as shown in Fig. 10.

In order to get the complete information of secret key, the

eavesdropper listens to the PICh for Alice’s and Bob’s bases

announcement. Once eavesdropper knows the Alice’s and

Bob’s information related to basis measurement, s/he can get

the complete information of the secret key by measuring each

of the stored photons in the correct measurement basis. In this

way, the eavesdropper can perform the PNS attack, without

letting either of the Alice or the Bob realizing the attack.

Alice Bob

PICh

QSCh
Single

photon 

source

Single

photon

detector

Eavesdropper

Lossless channel

Multiple-photons

Fig. 10: PNS attack [130]

(b) Decoy-State QKD method To prevent the QKD systems
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from the PNS attacks, a decoy-state method was proposed

[41]. This method allows the use of weak laser sources by

creating the additional states, known as the decoy states, in

place of single-photon sources. In the decoy-state method [39],

[130], [132], [133], the sender chooses the intensity for every

transmitted pulse at random from a set of available intensities,

and reduces the effect of multi-photon transmission (PNS

attack). Out of all the available intensities, one corresponds to

the signal states (used for secret key generation) and the rest

to the decoy states (having different intensity levels than main

signal) [25], [42], [43], [134], [135]. After the announcement

of Bob that he has received all the transmitted pulses, Alice

announces the intensity level used for each transmitted pulse

and estimates the QBER and yield (it is the conditional

probability that the signal will be detected by Bob (the

receiver), given that Alice (the sender) transmits it) of decoy

states. By monitoring the QBER and yield, Alice and Bob

can detect the presence of a PNS attack. The decoy states can

be created by using variable optical attenuator (VOA) and

intensity modulator (IM) [44], which changes the intensity of

signals. The original BB84 protocol [13], [28] integrated with

the decoy-state technique is known as the decoy-state BB84

protocol. The first experimental demonstration of decoy-state

QKD over a 15 km fiber link achieved a secret key generation

rate of 165 bps[132]. Various QKD protocols based on this

technique have been experimentally implemented to detect

the attacks on the source side [39], [133], [136], [137], [138],

[139].

2) Detector side attacks and its prevention

(a) Detector side attacks Decoy-state method [41] secures

the source side of the QKD system from the PNS attacks,

however, this method cannot be applied at the detector side.

Several quantum hacking attacks have been proposed and

experimentally demonstrated in the literature [38], [128],

[140], [141]. Some of the powerful attacks are the detector

blinding attacks [129] and time-shift attacks [128], [142].

In the detector blinding attacks, an eavesdropper sends a

bright light at the detector side and forces the detector to

enter into the linear operation mode (in which detectors are

more sensitive to light). The Eve randomly prepares his/her

signal and sends a bright trigger pulse towards the Bob. If the

measurement bases of Eve and Bob are same, then one of the

detector produces a click, and the Eve can determine which

detector produced the click. In this way, he/she can know the

information of the secret key without any disturbance [129].

Since QKD protocol consists of at least two single-photon

detectors for qubit detection, and the detection efficiency of

both the detectors are time-dependent, the detectors may not

have the same detection efficiency throughout. By taking

advantage of this, Eve can shift the arrival time of each pulse

and partially gain knowledge of the secret key without any

error. Such type of attack is known as the time-shift attack

[128], [142].

(b) Measurement-Device-Independent QKD method Various

methods have been proposed to secure the QKD systems

against device-imperfection based security loopholes. Some

of the methods are slightly complicated [143], [144], and

have extremely low key generation rate and transmission reach

[145]. Hence, a new MDI-QKD scheme [44] was proposed

that removes all the detector side-channel attacks. The initially

proposed MDI-QKD relied on the single-photon source, and

hence was susceptible the PNS attack [122]. However, the

decoy-state method [41] was combined with MDI-QKD to

prevent the QKD systems from the imperfect single-photon

source based attacks [146], [147]. The idea of decoy-state

MDI-QKD has a great importance in the QKD security against

all types of device imperfection attacks. Moreover, it improves

the transmission distance of quantum signals [46]. In the MDI-

QKD method, Alice and Bob (sources) randomly prepare their

measurement bases similar to that in the BB84 protocol, and

send them to an untrusted node, i.e., Charles (at center) [44],

as shown in Fig. 11. Charles performs measurement test on

received bases, and after performing the measurement test, he

announces the measurement outcome via the public channel.

Alice and Bob keep the information of bits corresponding to

the Charles’s measurement results and discard the remaining.

Charles’s measurement results are only used to check the

parity of both Alice’s and Bob’s bits, and it does not provide

any information related to his/her bits. Similar to the BB84

protocol [13],[28], Alice and Bob perform a post-processing

operation, i.e., Alice and Bob announce the randomly selected

bases and compare them with Charles’s measurement out-

comes. At the end, either Alice or Bob performs the bit flip

operation to achieve a guarantee correlation between the bit

strings, and obtain the final secret key [44]. This method is

called as MDI-QKD because the detector at the center has

no information about the qubits, i.e., he/she does not know

the bases and the polarization states used and to which party

they belong. The process of MDI-QKD protocol and other

aspects related to implementation, key generation rate, etc.,

are described in detail in [44], [142].

Alice Bob

Untrusted node

Measurement 

Device

Charles

Polarization 

modulator

Intensity 

modulator

Photon source

Polarization 

modulator

Intensity 

modulator

Photon source

Fig. 11: Generalized MDI-QKD setup [44]

III. POINT-TO-POINT QKD SYSTEM OVER AN OPTICAL

FIBER LINK

This section describes the mechanism of secure commu-

nication over a point-to-point [148] optical fiber link using

the BB84 QKD protocol. A basic point-to-point mechanism

of QKD over optical fiber is shown in Fig. 12, as described
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Key
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Key
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Alice's Lab Bob's Lab

Node A Node B

Point-to-point QKD 
mechanism

Fig. 12: Point-to-point QKD mechanism [12], [148]

in [12]. Here, Alice’s lab consists of a quantum transmitter

(quantum signal source (QSS), random number generator

(RNG), and polarization filter (PF)) and Bob’s lab consists

of a quantum receiver (quantum detector (QD), RNG, and

PF) [12]. QKD systems consist of various other components

and the selection of such components depends on the QKD

protocols being used. The steps involved in establishing se-

cure communication between Alice and Bob in Fig. 12 are

described as follows [24]:

• In the Alice’s lab, the QSS transmits single photons [149]

to the PF; and RNG generates random bits and sends them

to the PF.

• The single photons are polarized with one of the four

polarization states (H, V, 45◦, 135◦). The bits generated

by RNG are encoded with the polarized single photons

to obtain qubits.

• Alice sends the qubits to Bob through QSCh, and PICh

is required for qubit synchronization between Alice and

Bob.

• In Bob’s lab, the quantum receiver receives and measures

the qubits with randomly selected polarization bases.

• Alice and Bob exchange the measuring bases with each

other via PICh and compare them. After comparison, the

qubits with the same polarization bases are considered

for secret key generation. The sequence of bits obtained

after the comparison of bases constitutes the sifted key.

• Alice and Bob may not be sure about the correctness of

the bits considered for the sifted key. Thus, to further

ensure the correctness and to improve the safety, error-

correction, privacy amplification, and authentication are

performed via PICh. The remaining bits obtained after

these processes (referred to as post-processing) constitute

the secret key [125]. Alice uses the generated secret key

to encrypt the classical data and transmits the encrypted

data to Bob through TDCh. Bob uses the same key to

decrypt the received data [24].

In the last step, for data encryption, conventional encryption

methods, such as one-time pad and AES, are used, however,

using the secret key that has been obtained using a QKD

protocol via QSCh. A one-time pad encryption method was

proposed in [26], however, Shannon [150] found that in this

method, the key length has to be at least as long as the data

size. Hence, this method is not suitable for high bit rate data

encryption as it requires large storage and high execution time,

which degrades the performance of the system. To overcome

this, an AES algorithm [27] was proposed, where secret keys

of different lengths, i.e., 128, 192, and 256 bits are used

to encode and decode the data in blocks of 128 bits. AES

algorithm can encrypt the data with smaller key size and low

execution time [151], [152], however, it is less secure than the

one-time pad encryption method [15].

Several experiments have been conducted over point-to-

point optical fiber link to assess the performance of the QKD

systems as well as to analyze the coexistence of classical and

quantum signals in a common fiber. However, to integrate

QKD over the existing optical networks, specifically, the back-

bone mesh optical networks, the existing network architectures

need to be modified. Moreover, integration of QKD with the

existing optical networks introduces new networking chal-

lenges for which the conventional methods (such as routing,

resource allocation, network resilience) are not suitable. Thus,

new methods need to be developed for the QKD secured

optical networks. The network architectures proposed in the

literature for QKD secured optical networks are described in

the next section.

IV. NETWORK ARCHITECTURES OF QKD SECURED

OPTICAL NETWORK

In this section, various network architectures of QKD se-

cured optical networks are discussed in detail.

A. Basic Architecture

A basic network architecture of the QKD secured optical

network is shown in Fig. 13. This architecture comprises of

four planes, namely, application plane, control plane, QKD

plane, and data plane [12], [24], [153].

• Application Plane: In the application plane, lightpath

requests are generated which include (i) the lightpath
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Fig. 13: Basic network architecture [12]

requests that require QKD security (hereafter referred to

as QKD secured lightpath (QLP)), and (ii) the typical

lightpath (LP) requests without QKD security. Both QLP

and LP requests are then transferred to the control plane

for further processing. The status of QLP and LP request

acceptance/rejection is received at the application plane.

• Control Plane: The control plane consists of the software-

defined networking (SDN) controller [154], [155], [156],

[157], [158], [159], [160] that controls and manages the

network resources. The control plane allocates resources

to QLP, and LP requests from the QSCh, and TDCh in

the QKD plane, and data plane, respectively.

• QKD plane: The QKD plane consists of quantum commu-

nication nodes (QCNs) and the connection among QCNs

is established over QSCh and PICh. The implementation

of QKD plane is dependent on the QKD protocol being

used. The process of secret key generation between each

node-pair of the QLP requests takes place in the QKD

plane.

• Data plane: The LP requests are transferred to the data

plane directly without the involvement of QKD plane

and are assigned wavelength/frequency resources. The

QLP requests are also assigned the wavelength/frequency

resources in the data plane, however, the data to be trans-

mitted over TDCh is encrypted (using the conventional

encryption methods) by the secret keys generated at the

QKD plane.

To establish communication among the four planes of

the network architecture, different protocols are used. For

implementing the southbound interface (between control plane

and QKD/data plane), OpenFlow protocol (OFP) or Network

Configuration (NETCONF) protocol can be used [161]. The

southbound interface is used to transmit the control signals

corresponding to the QLP, and LP requests from the SDN

controller to the QKD plane, and data plane, respectively.

The RESTful application program interface (API) is used to

implement the northbound interface (between control plane

and application plane) through which the properties (such

as nodes, bit rate requirement, etc.) and status (acceptance,

rejection, etc.) of LP and QLP requests are exchanged [12].

The process of serving LP and QLP requests is shown Fig.

13 for an LP request (R1, shown in magenta) and a QLP

request (R2, shown in red). On receiving the LP request R1

from the application plane, the control plane performs routing,

and resource allocation from the TDCh, and sends the control

directly to the data plane for transmitting the information

using the chosen route and the allocated TDCh resources.

For the QLP request R2, the control plane configures the

QKD plane to generate the secret keys among the QCNs,

i.e., routing, and resource allocation from the QSCh and

PICh takes place. It should be noted here that the routes

chosen for establishing communication among the QCNs and

the DCNs do not need to be the same. The control plane

then sends the control to the data plane for encrypting the

information to be transmitted using the secret keys generated

at the QKD plane, and then transmit it over the chosen route
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and the allocated wavelength/frequency resources from the

TDCh. For both the LP and QLP requests, the data plane

acknowledges the control plane, where the status of network

resources requests is updated accordingly, and the status of

QLP/LP acceptance/rejection is forwarded to the application

plane.

B. Quantum Key Pools (QKPs) based QKD secured Optical

Network Architecture

An advanced architecture of QKD secured optical network

has been proposed in [126], [127], where a concept of quantum

key pool (QKP) has been devised to manage the secret key

resources efficiently. QKP is used for storing the secret keys

between each pair of QCNs in QKD network. In this architec-

ture, two types of QKPs are constructed 1) between the SDN

controller and each QCN in the network, i.e., QKP1, QKP2,

QKP3, QKP4, and QKP5 and 2) between the pair of QCNs

(QCN1 and QCN2) in the network, i.e., QKP1-2, as shown in

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. The network architecture with QKP is

shown in Fig. 15 For QKP construction, the synchronized

QCN2

PICh

QSCh

QCN1

QKS1 QKS2

QKP1-2

Fig. 14: An example of construction of QKP between QCN1

and QCN2 for provisioning of secret [127]

secret keys between various pairs of QCNs in the network are

stored in the respective quantum secret key servers (QKSs) of

QCNs. The stored synchronized secret keys between various

pairs of QKSs can be virtualized into a respective QKP to

provide the required secret key on-demand [127]. For example,

as shown in Fig. 14, the synchronized secret keys between the

QCN1 and QCN2 are stored in their respective QKSs, i.e.,

QKS1 and QKS2. The stored secret keys are then virtualized

into a QKP, i.e., QKP1-2, that provides the secret keys for

data encryption/decryption on-demand based on the different

security requirements.

The process of serving a QLP request (R1, shown in

magenta) is shown in Fig. 15. On receiving the QLP request

R1 (QCN1/DCN1 to QCN2/DCN2) from the application plane,

the control plane first computes the path and then performs an

OpenFlow handshake on a selected path with corresponding

QKPs, i.e., QKP1 and QKP2. Then, the control plane con-

figures QKP1 and QKP2 to provide secret keys for control

messages through the control channel. The control plane then

configures QKP1-2 to provide secret keys for a QLP request

from DCN1 to DCN2 via TDCh. The control plane then sends

the control to the data plane for encrypting the information

to be transmitted using the secret keys and then transmit it

over the chosen route and the allocated wavelength/frequency

resources from the TDCh. In the end, the control plane

acknowledges the application plane.

C. Key as a Service (KaaS) based QKD secured Optical

Network Architecture

Another architecture for QKD secured optical network with

a concept of key as a service (KaaS) has been proposed in

[162] to jointly solve the problem of efficient deployment and

employment of secret keys. The KaaS concept refers to the

provision of secret keys as a service to fulfill the security

requirements of QLP requests in a timely and precise way.

The point-to-point QKD mechanism of QKD-secured optical

network with KaaS for securing communication between any

pair of nodes is shown in Fig. 16 [162]. Here, the generated

secret keys of QCN1 and QCN2 are stored in their respective

QKS, i.e., QKS1 and QKS2. For data encryption/decryption

between DCN1 and DCN2, the QKSs (QKS1 and QKS2)

provide secret keys via TDCh. Each QLP request between

DCN1 and DCN2 can demand any number of secret keys

for data encryption/decryption. Therefore, in order to satisfy

such requirements of QLP requests between any pair of nodes,

secret keys can be provided as a service.

To implement the two functions of KaaS, i.e., employment

and deployment of secret keys, two secret key virtualization

steps (key pool (KP) assembly and virtual key pool (VKP)

assembly) were introduced. In the KP assembly step, i.e., for

the deployment of secret keys, the generated secret keys stored

in each pair of QKSs (QKS1 and QKS2) can be virtualized into

a KP (KP1-2) to facilitate the efficient resource management of

secret keys. In the VKP assembly step, i.e., for the employment

of secret keys, a portion of generated secret keys in a KP1-2 can

be virtualized into a VKP (VKP1-2-A or VKP1-2-B) to improve

the security of dedicated QLP request (VKP1-2-A for QLP

request-A and VKP1-2-B for QLP request-B) between any pair

of DCNs via TDCh.

The KaaS based QKD secured optical network architecture

is shown in Fig. 17. Here, on receiving the QLP requests

(one (R1) or more (R2, R3, R4)) from users (User1 and User2)

in the application plane, the control plane consisting of an

SDN controller performs KaaS. The controller first selects a

route and then performs a handshake on a selected path with

relevant QCNs/QKSs and DCNs. The control plane configures

the relevant QCNs/QKSs and DCNs for KaaS, i.e., for the

deployment and employment of secret keys to fulfill the

security requirements of each QLP request from the users.

D. QKD secured Optical Network Architecture with SDN

and TRN for QKD as a Service (QaaS)

A new architecture of SDN for QKD as a service (QaaS),

i.e., SDQaaS framework has been proposed in [163] to accom-

plish QaaS for multiple users over a QKD network infrastruc-

ture, as shown in Fig. 18. The concept of QaaS [164] is that

multiple users can apply for different QLP requests in order

to obtain their required secret key rates (SKRs) from the same

network infrastructure. An example of QaaS to satisfy the SKR

requirements of two users is shown in Fig. 19. Let us consider

two QCNs (QCN1 and QCN3) and a TRN (TRN2) between
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Fig. 16: Point-to-point QKD mechanism with two secret key

virtualization steps for KaaS [162]

the two QCNs for long-distance secure communication. The

point-to-point QKD mechanism is realized between the QCN1

and TRN2, and TRN2 and QCN3, respectively, and then on the

quantum links (QLs), i.e., QL1 and QL2, different SKRs can

be obtained, as shown in Fig. 19.

When a user (User1 or User2) requests a QLP to satisfy

the required SKR between the QCN1 and QCN3, a path is

computed between the source QCN (QCN1) and destination

QCN (QCN2), i.e., QCN1-TRN2-QCN3. Then, the required

SKR of QLP request is examined for each user (e.g., User1

requires 3 SKR, and User2 requires 4 SKR). As per the user

requirements, the available SKRs are searched on QL1 and

QL2. If the available SKR on the QL can fulfill the SKR

requirements of QLP request, the required SKR from the

relevant QL is selected for this QLP request, otherwise, this

QLP request is rejected. After SKR selection, TRN2 uses the

obtained secret keys (SKR1B for User1 and SKR2B for User2) on

QL2 to encrypt the obtained secret keys (SKR1A for User1 and

SKR2A for User2) on QL1. Then, TRN2 relays the encrypted

data from QCN1 to QCN3. To decrypt the corresponding

original data, the QCN3 can use the obtained secret key on

QL2 and can share the obtained secret key with QCN1 on QL1.

In the end, the obtained secret keys based on SKR1A (SKR2A)

are assigned to User1 (User2).

In this SDQaaS architecture, QaaS includes the creation,

modification, and deletion of the QLP requests. On receiving

a QLP request creation from the application plane, the control

plane first computes and selects a route between the source
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QCN and the destination QCN. After route selection, the

availability of SKR slots on each relevant QL is searched,

and as per the user requirement, SKR slots are selected. If the

available SKR slots can fulfill the SKR requirement of this
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Fig. 17: QKD-secured optical network architecture with key as a service (KaaS) [162]
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Fig. 19: An example of QaaS [163]

QLP request, the control plane configures the source QCN,

TRN (intermediate node), and the destination QCN on the

selected route for QLP request creation. Otherwise, the QLP

request is rejected. For long-distance secure communication,

TRNs can relay the secret keys from source QCN to destina-

tion QCN. On successful accomplishment of SKR assignment

for QLP request creation, an acknowledgment is sent back

to the application plane. Additionally, when the requirement

of SKR slots of a user changes, the established QLP request

for this user needs to change/update its SKR requirement.

On receiving a QLP request modification, for SKR slot re-

assignment, the control plane performs the same task as

discussed above (for SKR slot assignment). If the available

SKR slots cannot satisfy the requirements of SKR slots for this

QLP request, the QLP request is rejected. Furthermore, when

the QLP request is expired, the application plane requests the

deletion of this QLP request. On receiving the deletion request,

the control plane configures the QCNs/TRNs to stop allocating

SKR slots to this QLP request and erase the information of

this QLP request.

E. QKD secured Optical Network Architecture with hybrid

trusted/untrusted relay based QKD

A new QKD secured optical network architecture with

hybrid trusted/untrusted relay based QKD has been introduced

in [165], [166], as shown in Fig. 20 for the deployment of

large-scale QKD. In this network architecture, three types of

nodes are required, i.e., QCNs (act as the end nodes to provide

secret keys to its co-located DCNs), TRNs, and the untrusted

relay nodes (UTRNs) (act as the intermediated nodes between

two QCNs). Fig. 21 illustrates the node structure of TRNs and

UTRNs used in this network architecture. A TRN comprises

two or more MDI-QKD transmitters (MDI-QTxs), a local key

manager (LKM) (that receives, stores, and relays the secret

keys), and the security infrastructure. An UTRN contains two

or more MDI-QKD receivers (MDI-QRxs).
An example of a hybrid trusted/untrusted relay based

QKD chain is shown in Fig. 21. In order to establish secure

long-distance communication between two nodes (QCN1

and QCN2) using hybrid trusted/untrusted relay based QKD,

a string of keys Qk1 is shared between QCN1 and TRN1,

while another string of keys Qk2 is shared between TRN1 and

QCN2. Additional interleaved TRNs/UTRNs can be added

to further extend the transmission reach of QKD. In each

TRN, the LKM can relay the secret key hop-by-hop along the

hybrid QKD chain through a key management link (KML).

For instance, in TRN1, LKM combines Qk1 and Qk2 of the

same string length using the OTP method and then sends Qk1

⊕ Qk2 to the LKM in QCN2 via KML. The LKM in QCN2

can decrypt the key (Qk1) based on Qk2 (Qk1 ⊕ Qk2). The

LKMs of both the QCNs (QCN1 and QCN2) send Qk1 to their

connected QKS. Hence, Qk1 is successfully shared between

QCN1 and QCN2.

V. NETWORKING CHALLENGES IN QKD SECURED

OPTICAL NETWORKS AND THE EXISTING METHODS

In this section, the new networking challenges that have

been introduced due to the integration of QKD with the ex-

isting optical networks are described. Significant research has

been done on the networking aspects of QKD secured WDM

optical networks, and various methods have been proposed to

address the networking challenges, as described below.

A. Routing, Wavelength and Time-Slot Assignment

In classical WDM networks, the available optical band is

subdivided into a number of fixed wavelengths grids, and for

each LP request, after defining a suitable route, wavelength is

assigned. This problem is known as routing and wavelength

assignment (RWA). However in the QKD secured optical

networks, the available optical band is subdivided into QSCh,

PICh, and TDCh, as shown in Fig. 1. The wavelengths

reserved for TDCh are allocated to the LP/QLP requests

for data transmission in the same way as that used for the

classical optical networks. However, the wavelengths allocated

for QSCh and PICh are utilized employing the optical time-

division multiplexing (OTDM) scheme [12], [24]. For estab-

lishing QLP requests, after defining the route, wavelength is

assigned on the TDCh, and time-slots are assigned on the

QSCh/PICh. The modified problem in QKD secured optical

networks is known as RWTA [167].

The wavelength resources are limited, and with the integra-

tion of QKD, the number of wavelengths available for the clas-

sical communication further reduces. Thus, it is necessary to

utilize them efficiently such that maximum number of LP/QLP

requests can be established with required security levels. Thus,

resource (wavelength/time-slot) assignment [24], [168], [169],

[170] for the three types of channels is an important problem

in QKD secured optical networks [12]. Furthermore, currently,

in most of the practical QKD networks, the secret key rate

is only about 1 ∼ 2 Mbps for 50 km fiber link distance

[63], [66], [127], [171]. The secret key resources (time-slots)

are also limited, whose assignment/reassignment depend on

the required security levels, and hence they should also be

efficiently utilized for QLP requests using OTDM. OTDM is

an optical multiplexing technique in which multiple lower bit-

rate data streams are combined to form a high bit-rate data

stream, and the multiplexed signals are transmitted, and then

demultiplexed at the receiver in time-domain [172]. In QKD-

secured optical networks, the reserved wavelengths for QSCh

and PICh are subdivided into multiple time-slots using OTDM

to share the network resources and utilize them efficiently [12],

[24]. PICh can reserve the dedicated wavelengths or share the

wavelengths with TDCh.
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Various strategies have been proposed in the literature to

solve the RWTA problem [173], [174], [175], [176], [177].

Initially, the RWTA problem was investigated in [12], and

an RWTA strategy for resource allocation in a static traffic

scenario was proposed. In a static traffic scenario, the set of

connection requests is known in advance. An integer linear

programming (ILP) model was developed and a heuristic algo-

rithm to solve the resource assignment problem was proposed.

To enhance the security level of QLPs, a concept of key

updating period was introduced. In this, the secret key can

be updated periodically for data encryption, thereby making it

difficult for the Eve. Fig. 22 shows the time-slot assignment

scenario for QLPs with two different security levels that are

assigned different key updating periods (T). Fig. 22(a) shows

the security-level scheme with fixed T, i.e., T is fixed (does not

vary dynamically) and same for all the wavelengths reserved

for QSCh and PICh. In the second scheme, as shown in Fig.

22(b), the value of T is fixed, however, it is different for

different wavelengths. The security level in the first scheme is

lower as compared to that of the second scheme because of

fixed T (easier to be cracked). A new metric, referred to as

service request security ratio (SRSR) was introduced, which

is defined as the ratio of the service requests allocated with

QSChs successfully to the total unblocked number of service

requests [12].

To improve the security level further, a new key updating

period scheme with flexible T, i.e., T with some statistical dis-

tribution, was introduced in [24]. In this scheme, T is flexible

and changes dynamically, thereby increasing the complexity

to make it harder for an Eve to crack the key, and hence

enhancing the security of the QLPs [178]. In case of dynamic

traffic scenario, a time conflict problem arises during resource

allocation due to the LP/QLP requests that arrive at the same

time in the network. A concept of time-sliding window (TSW)
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was introduced to overcome this problem [24], however, a

trade-off exists between the security-level and the resource

utilization efficiency in QKD secured optical networks.

To maintain a balance between the security-level and the

resource utilization efficiency, a new key on demand (KoD)

strategy with the QKP construction technique over a software-

defined optical network (SDON) was presented in [127] to

secure the control channel (CCh) and the data channel (DCh).

The KoD scheme with QKP assigns secret key resources

on demand to the QLP requests. To perform KoD jointly

for both the channels, a dynamic routing, wavelength and

key assignment (RWKA) algorithm was developed. RWKA

algorithm consists of three steps 1) routing and wavelength

assignment (RWA) for DCh of each request; 2) key assignment

(KA) for CCh of each request; 3) KA for requests via the DCh.

Two cases were considered for key assignment in the RWKA

problem, namely, key updating based on the time-complexity

of the attacks, and key updating based on the data-complexity

of the attacks.

To provision adequate secret keys over QKD secured opti-

cal networks, a time-scheduled scheme with QKP technique

was introduced in [126]. In this scheme, the RWTA prob-

lem is solved by considering three sub-problems, namely,

fixed/flexible secret key consumption, uniform/non-uniform

time-slot allocation, and time-slot continuous/discrete QKP

construction, for efficient QKP construction. An example of

these sub-problems for RWTA in QKD-secured optical net-

works is shown in Fig. 23. In secret key consumption, the se-

cret keys in different QKPs (e.g., QKP1-2, QKP1-3, and QKP2-3)

are constantly consumed, and may be fixed or flexible, depend-

ing on the security requirements of confidential information

being transmitted between the QCNs (e.g., QCN1, QCN2, and

QCN3) in the network. In time-slot allocation, the number of

time-slots allocated for different QKPs (e.g., QKP1-2, QKP1-3,

and QKP2-3) may be uniform or non-uniform depending on the

security (secret key) requirements of QKP construction. For

e.g., let us consider the different QKPs (e.g., QKP1-2, QKP1-3,

and QKP2-3) are constructed with the same security (secret

key) requirement, and for each QKP construction, a uniform

time slot (i.e., one time-slot) is allocated (t1, t4, and t3 are

allocated for QKP1-2, QKP1-3, and QKP2-3, respectively, shown

in Fig. 23 (the brown dash line)). In Fig. 23 (the green dash

line), different QKPs (e.g. QKP1-2, QKP1-3, and QKP2-3) are

constructed with different security (secret key) requirements,

and for each QKP construction, non-uniform time slots (i.e.,

three (t1, t2, t3), three (t1, t3, t5 on QL1 and t4, t5, t6 on QL2),

and two time-slots (t2, t4) for QKP1-2, QKP1-3, and QKP2-3,

respectively) are allocated. The construction of different QKPs

may occupy continuous time-slots or discrete time-slots on

the intermediate QLs between the two QCNs depending on

QCN without/with secret key cache function. For instance,

construction of QKP1-3 depends on the construction of QKP1-2

and QKP2-3 with time slot t4 on the intermediate QLs (QL1 and

QL2), i.e., for continuous time-slot QKP construction time-slot

continuity constraint should be followed. For discrete time-slot

QKP construction, the time slot continuity constraint is not

necessary. An example of discrete time-slot QKP construction

is shown in Fig. 23, where the construction of QKP1-3 depends

on the construction of QKP1-2 with time slot (t1, t3, t5) on the

intermediate QL1 and QKP2-3 with time slot (t4, t5, t6) on the

intermediate QL2. Efficient deployment and employment of the

secret keys are the two new challenges in such networks. To

address these challenges, a concept of key as a service (KaaS)

has been introduced in [162] with two secret-key virtualization

steps, namely, KP assembly and VKP assembly (as discussed

in Section IV.C).

Deployment of a dedicated QKD network for each high-

security organization such as banking, finance, and intelligence

is expensive. Hence, a multi-tenant QKD network was im-

plemented in [179], [180] where multiple tenants can share a

same QKD network infrastructure to satisfy their requirements.

However, efficient and flexible provisioning of multiple-tenant

over a QKD network is challenging. Generally, multi-tenant

provisioning (MTP) can be divided into two problems, i.e.,

offline (static) MTP (Off-MTP), where tenant requests are

known in advance, and online (dynamic) MTP (On-MTP),

where tenant requests arrive without any prior knowledge. The

Off-MTP problem was addressed in [179] to improve cost

efficiency by sharing a QKD network infrastructure among

multiple tenant requests. An SDN-enabled metropolitan area

QKD network [181] architecture was introduced, and various

multi-tenancy operations for establishing multi-tenant requests

over the new architecture were experimentally demonstrated.

In the laboratory, an experimental testbed was established

for demonstrating a workflow, protocol extension, and an on-

demand secret key resource allocation strategy for providing

multi-tenant services. In QKD secured optical networks, the

secret-key resources are limited. Thus, a SKR sharing scheme

was presented in [179] for efficient multi-tenant secret-key

assignment (MTKA). A new concept of QKD as a service

(QaaS) was introduced in [163] (as discussed in Section IV.D)

for multiple users to access their required SKRs from the same

QKD network infrastructure. In this study, a new architecture

of SDN for QaaS (SDQaaS) was developed (as discussed

in Section IV.D). Additionally, the protocol extension and

intercommunication workflow to create, update, and delete

the QKD lightpath requests were presented; and a routing
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and SKR assignment strategy for implementing QaaS was

proposed. In [182], [183], an On-MTP problem was addressed,

where the On-MTP includes the scheduling of multiple-

tenant requests and assignment of non-reusable secret keys

to multiple tenant requests. In [182], a reinforcement learning

(RL)-based MTKA strategy was proposed for QKD secured

optical networks. Moreover, to implement efficient On-MTP,

a comparative analysis of heuristics and an RL-based On-

MTP was performed to examine the efficiency of On-MTP

[183]. Furthermore, in [184], a problem of efficient distribution

of keys over metro-quantum optical networks (MQON) was

addressed by designing a novel node structure (discussed in

Section V.C). Based on this structure, two new RWTA schemes

were proposed for MQON.

B. Resiliency in QKD secured Optical Networks

In the classical optical networks, a network component

(node/link) failure causes LP failures or loss of data transmis-

sion. However, in QKD secured optical networks, in addition

to the typical LP failures, a node/link failure can also affect

the security of a working QLP. Moreover, large-scale failures

[185] such as those caused by earthquakes, Tsunamis, weapons

of mass destruction, etc., can severely compromise the security

of QLPs along with the huge amount of data loss in QKD se-

cured optical networks [186]. Therefore, network survivability

is a bigger challenge in QKD secured optical networks. In the

conventional optical network protection methods, the LPs are

protected against failures by reserving alternate resources in

advance as the backup resources. However, in QKD-secured

optical networks, backup resources need to be reserved for

both the LPs and QLPs on the TDCh, QSCh, and PICh.

Thus, the existing network survivability strategies cannot be

used for the QKD secured optical networks. To apply the

existing network survivability strategies in the QKD secured

optical networks, these strategies need to be modified as per

the two unique characteristics of secret keys, i.e., the key

updating process, and generation of sufficient secret keys

for backup resources [186]. Fig. 24 explains the concept

of survivability in such networks using an example 5-node

optical network. Consider a QLP request generated between

Node1 (QCN1/DCN1) and Node2 (QCN2/DCN2). For providing

survivability (assuming dedicated path protection (DPP)), two

paths, i.e., a primary and a backup path are required on both

the QKD plane and the data plane. In this case, the primary

path, and the backup path on both the planes is same, i.e., 1-2

and 1-5-2, respectively. In the event of link failure (suppose

link 1-2), the same backup path can be used for secret key

generation in the QKD plane and for data transmission in the

data plane. However, if the primary paths on the QKD and

data plane are different for a QLP request, and if only the

primary path used in the QKP plane fails, the data transmission

continues at the data plane with compromised security.

In [186], two new schemes were proposed for designing

survivable QKD secured optical networks, namely, a key-

volume adaptive dedicated protection scheme, and a key-

volume adaptive shared protection scheme. These schemes

protect the secret keys in the networks via the QSCh and

PICh, and assume that the data services can be protected

via the TDCh using the conventional survivability methods.

To enhance the security level in the network, three key

updating periods were considered. Since the key updating

period increases the number of secret keys, hence the blocking

probability increases because of the reduced available network

resources at each updation. Thus, for a key-volume adaptive

shared protection scheme, two key-protection thresholds are

set for minimizing the blocking probability. The results show
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Fig. 24: Resiliency in optical networks integrated with QKD

[186]

that a higher threshold value of key protection improves

the survivability, and a smaller update period increases the

security of the QLPs. Thus, a trade-off exists between the

survivability and security of the network [186]. A model

for failure affected and unaffected events, namely, the secret

key flow model (SKFM), was developed in [187], [188].

In this model, a secret-key recovery strategy (SKRS) was

proposed with three algorithms, namely, one path recovery

method (OPRM), multi-path recovery method (MPRM), and

time window-based recovery method (TWRM) to protect the

failure-affected key provisioning services in QKD secured

optical networks [188]. Moreover, in order to avoid disruption

of information transmission between the nodes in event of

failure a novel shared backup path protection (SBPP) scheme

based on dynamic time window plane was proposed in TDM

based QKD-secured optical networks [189].

In dynamic time window plane based SBPP algorithm,

the concepts of time window (having a certain number of

continuous time-slots) and time window plane (that reports the

status of resource occupancy in the network), were introduced

to satisfy the two main constraints needed to be considered

during RWTA, namely, the time-slot continuity, and the time-

slot consistency, respectively. In the existing backup QKD-

secured optical networks, it is important to complete the

resource allocation (wavelength and secret key allocation)

process for both primary and backup paths. However, due to

limited resources in the existing optical network, mixed/hybrid

resource allocation is a challenging problem. Therefore, to

solve the mixed/hybrid resource allocation problem, a new

dynamic wavelength and key resource adjustment algorithm

was proposed in [190]. The resource adjustment scheme in-

cludes three conditions: 1) If wavelength resources are enough

while key resources exceed the threshold (i.e., resources are

not enough to satisfy the requirements QLP request), adjust

(increase) the storage volume of secret key, or if wavelength

resources exceed the threshold while the key resources are

enough, then reduce the storage volume of secret key. 2) If

wavelength and key resources of QSCh and TDCh exceed

the threshold, then add the wavelength of QSCh and TDCh,

respectively. 3) In other conditions, no resource adjustment is

required.

C. Trusted Repeater Node Placement

In QKD secured optical networks, the weak quantum signals

have significantly shorter transmission reach as compared to

that of the classical signals. Thus, to integrate QKD with

the existing backbone optical networks having link distances

ranging from hundreds to thousands of kilometers, several

intermediate TRNs need to be placed to achieve long-distance

transmission of the quantum signals among the nodes of the

backbone optical networks. The TRNs need to be credible

since they know the secret keys between various node pairs

of the network [126]. Therefore, TRN placement is another

important problem in the QKD secured optical networks

[24],[126],[191].
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Fig. 25: Trusted repeaters for long-distance transmission [126]

Fig. 25 describes the process of key exchange between

a source-destination node-pair through the TRNs, assuming

three TRNs co-located at Node-2, Node-3, and Node-5. From

source node (QCN1) to destination node (QCN4) on the path

QCN1−QCN2−QCN3−QCN4, for each intermediate node

pair, secret keys of same size, i.e., Qk1, Qk2, and Qk3 are

generated. The secret key Qk1 is encrypted by Qk2 at the

intermediate node QCN2, and then the generated encrypted key

Qk12 is transmitted to the next intermediate node QCN3. The

intermediate node QCN3 uses secret key Qk2 for decryption,

and obtains the Qk1 secret key. Now, the obtained secret key

Qk1 at QCN3 is encrypted by the secret key Qk4 at the node

QCN3, and the obtained encrypted key Qk14 is transmitted

to the destination node QCN4. Finally, the destination node

obtains secret key Qk1. Thus, even after multiple encryption

and decryption processes at the intermediate nodes TRNs, the

source and destination use the same key Qk1 for securing the

QLPs. However, for the deployment of MQON, the placement

of TRNs at each intermediate node is cost-inefficient. Since

the distance between any two nodes in MQON is less, it

results in the wastage of huge amount of secret key resources.

Fig. 26 shows an example of the wastage of key resources.

Therefore, the problem of distribution of secret keys over

MQON with lower wastage of secret key resources is critical.

This problem was addressed in [175], [184] by designing

a novel quantum node structure with the ability of bypass
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itself, if the distance between the two nodes in the network

is within a certain range, as shown in Fig. 26. In addition

to this, two new heuristic algorithms, namely full-bypassed

based RWTA (FB-RWTA) algorithm and partial bypassed

based RWTA (PB-RWTA) algorithm, were proposed based

on this new node structure and auxiliary graph, in which

some TRNs (intermediate nodes) can be bypassed in order to

reduce the wastage of key resources [184]. In QKD secured

optical networks, three different relay-based solutions are

there for long-distance secure communication 1) Quantum

repeaters based QKD (Quantum repeaters utilize quantum

entanglement principle to create an entangled state between

two nodes located at distant places for establishing a secure

long-distance communication), 2) TRN based QKD (discussed

in Section V.C), and 3) MDI-QKD (discussed in Section

II.C.2(b)). However, these three relay-based solutions have

their drawbacks. Quantum repeaters are still under devel-

opment [193], intermediate nodes with the trusted repeaters

should be credible because they know the secret-keys between

the source node and destination node [126], and MDI-QKD

has limitation of safety distance (still limited to ∼500km)

[194], [195]. In order to solve the above problem, a new hybrid

trusted/untrusted relay based QKD network architecture which

consists of trusted relay and un-trusted relay (TRNs/UTRNs)

was proposed in [165], [166], [196] (discussed in Section

IV.E). In addition to this, four different mixed TRN/UTRN

placement strategies were proposed in [166] to improve the

security level for the deployment of QKD chain over an

existing optical network. The cost optimization problem for

the deployment of hybrid trusted/untrusted relay based QKD-

secured optical networks was addressed [165]. In order to

achieve a cost-optimized design of such a network, an ILP

model and a cost-optimized QKD backbone networking algo-

rithms were proposed. The problem of routing in QKD-secured

optical network based on hybrid trusted/untrusted relay is a

challenging issue. Recently, this problem was addressed in

[196] by designing a collaborative routing algorithm.

D. QKD for Multicast Service Scenario

In a multicast service scenario, secure multicast services

such as multi-site backup of data centers and video confer-

ences require multicast technology to transmit confidential

data from a single node (source node) to multiple nodes

(destination nodes). However, QKD has mainly focused on

the point(single source node)-to-point(single destination node)

distribution of secret keys for establishing a secure connection.

Therefore, the efficient distribution of secret keys for multicast

services from a single source node to multiple destination

nodes is a challenging problem. In order to address this prob-

lem a new node structure was designed to support point(single

source node)-to-multipoint(multiple destination nodes) relay

[176], [192]. An example of quantum key distribution for

multicast services with a TRN is illustrated in Fig. 27. For

simplicity, let us consider a secret key (Qk) is distributed

between a source QCN (QCN1) and multiple destination

QCNs (QCN3, QCN4, and QCN5). QCN2 between a QCN1

and multiple QCNs acts as a TRN, and each node has its

own KP to store the secret keys. In this scenario, Qk is

distributed separately through different paths (QCN1-QCN2-

QCN3, QCN1-QCN2-QCN4, and QCN1-QCN2-QCN5) from

a source QCN to multiple destination QCNs. The steps to

share a Qk between QCN1 and QCN3 are as follows: 1) Qk

is encrypted by Qk1 obtained by KP and then decrypted at

QCN2, 2) Qk is again encrypted by Qk2 and then decrypted

at QCN3. After multiple encryption/decryption, the Qk is

successfully shared between QCN1 and QCN3 by consuming

two additional pair of keys. Similarly, Qk is shared between

QCN1 and QCN4, and QCN1 and QCN5. This process will

consume additional pairs of keys (six), and out of six, three

pairs of keys are consumed between QCN1 and QCN2. In
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Fig. 27: An example of quantum key distribution for multicast services with a TRN and a MRN structure [192]

order to reduce the wastage of keys, a new node structure

(multi-relay node (MRN)) was designed, as shown in Fig.

27 MRN consists of five modules 1) the transceiver module

(send and receive quantum signals), 2) the post process module

(processing optical-quantum signal), 3) the key pool module

(storing keys), 4) the beam splitter (split a beam of light into

multiple beams), and 5) the encryption and decryption module

(for encryption/decryption). QCN2 with new MRN, as shown

in Fig. 27, follows the different operations: 1) The splitter

process the encrypted data (Qk ⊕ Qk1) coming from QCN1,

2) From different KP, Qk1, Qk2, Qk3, and Qk4 are taken out,

and the Qk1 is encrypted with Qk2, Qk3, and Qk4 to get Qk1 ⊕
Qk2, Qk1 ⊕ Qk3, and Qk1 ⊕ Qk4, and 3) The encrypted data

(Qk ⊕ Qk1) coming from QCN1 is again encrypted with Qk1

⊕ Qk2, Qk1 ⊕ Qk3, and Qk1 ⊕ Qk4 to get Qk ⊕ Qk2, Qk ⊕
Qk3, and Qk ⊕ Qk4. After this process, a Qk is successfully

shared between a source QCN1 and multiple destination QCNs

(QCN3, QCN4, and QCN5) with less number of key pair, i.e.,

four, as compared to the conventional scheme with TRN.

Furthermore, a novel key-relay-tree based routing and key

assignment (KRT-RKA) scheme was designed based on the

MRN node structure for efficient distribution of quantum keys

as per the user demands in a multicast service scenario [192].

However, these two schemes, i.e., conventional scheme (key

distribution with TRN), and KRT-RKA with MRN, have their

drawbacks (explained with an example). An example of secret

key distribution for multicast services using these schemes is

illustrated in Fig. 28.

Let us consider the secret keys are distributed to destination

QCNs (QCN2, QCN3, and QCN5) using these scheme. In

conventional distribution scheme, a secret key (Qk1) is dis-

tributed separately through different routes (QCN1-QCN2 and

QCN1-QCN2-QCN3) from source QCN (QCN1) to multiple

destination QCNs (QCN2 and QCN3) (the detailed steps of this

scheme is discussed above). This scheme will consume four

keys, i.e., three keys from QCN1 to QCN2 and QCN3, and one

from QCN4 to QCN5, as shown in Fig. 28. In KRT-RKA with

MRN capability (the detailed steps of this scheme is discussed

above), will consume two keys from source QCN (QCN1)

to multiple destination QCNs (QCN2 and QCN3). However,

in this scheme only a single source node (QCN1) is used to

distribute a secret key for multiple destination QCNs (QCN2,

QCN3, and QCN5), i.e., QCN5 also has to obtain the secret

key from the QCN1. Thus, this scheme will consume more

(five) secret keys and if distance between the source QCN

(QCN1) and destination node (QCN5) is large, i.e., QCN1-

QCN7-QCN6-QCN5, then the secret key between QCN1 and

QCN5 is generated with some delay. In order to overcome

the drawbacks of these schemes, a new distributed subkey-

relay-tree based secure multicast (DSKRT-SM) scheme was

propose in [197]. In this scheme, multiple source node (QCNs)
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are used to distribute the secret keys for multicast services.

Additionally, this scheme uses the MRN node structure ability

for efficient distribution of secret keys between any source

QCN and destination QCN. An example of key distribution

from source QCNs to destination QCNs using DSKRT-SM is

shown in Fig. 28. Since this scheme has MRN capability, it

will consume two keys from source QCN (QCN1) to multiple

destination QCNs (QCN2 and QCN3), as shown in Fig. 28.

Also, this scheme allow QCN5 to obtain the secret key from

nearest source QCN (QCN4) by finding the shortest path,

hence reduces the consumption of keys between the QCNs,

i.e., consume only one key. This scheme will consume less

number of secret keys (three) as compared to other two key

distribution schemes. Moreover, a novel distributed subkey-

relay-tree-based secure multicast-routing and key assignment

(DSKRT-RKA) algorithm was proposed based on DSKRT-SM

scheme for efficient distribution of secret keys for multicast

services [197].

E. Quantum Key Recycling

In QKD-secured optical networks, quantum keys are pre-

cious because the secret key rate is low. Therefore, to store,

allocate, and manage quantum keys effectively, a novel con-

cept of QKP was introduced. However, most of the research

on QKP management in the QKD system focuses on the

processing of quantum keys that are successfully relayed and

not on the key-relay failure scenario. In this scenario, all the

quantum keys included in the relay process for establishing

secure long-distance communication between the end-users

will be destroyed. This will result in the wastage of quantum

keys. Fig. 29 explains the key-relay failure scenario, consisting
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Fig. 29: An example of quantum key distribution and redistri-

bution process [198]

of QCNs, TRNs, and QKPs (keys stored in respective QKP).

Let us assume confidential information is transmitted between

QCN1 and QCN3. A key QK1A is generated between QCN1

and the first intermediate node or trusted node (QCN2), and

QK2A is generated between QCN2 and QCN3. If QCN1 and

QCN3 want to share a key QK1A, then the secret quantum key

QK1A is encrypted with QK1B at the intermediate node (QCN2),

and then the generated encrypted key QK12A is sent to QCN3.

However, because of packet loss and bit error, QK1A could not

be successfully shared between QCN1 and QCN3. Therefore,

in order to establish a secure connection between QCN1

and QCN3, a key redistribution process (similar to the key

distribution process) is started by using a new pair of quantum

keys (QK1B and QK2B), shown in Fig. 29. The key-relay failure

may also be caused by an eavesdropper. Therefore, in order to

ensure the security of keys (used only once), the old pair of

quantum keys (QK1A and QK2A) must be discarded. Hence, this

increases the wastage of quantum keys. Therefore, for reducing

the wastage of quantum keys, a novel concept of quantum key

recycling was proposed in [198] that focuses on the processing

of failed keys. In [198] quantum key recycling mechanisms,

namely, partial recycling, all recycling, and mixed recycling,

have been proposed to increase the number of available keys

in the QKD system for secure communication. These quantum

key recycling and reusing strategies were designed to improve

the key-recycling rate and reduce the wastage of quantum keys

and QKD service blocking rate. However, few quantum key

recycling mechanisms have been proposed till now. Therefore,

strategies for quantum key recycling and reuse are required

to increase the number of available keys. A summary of

various networking challenges addressed in the existing works

discussed above, is given in Table IV.

The QKD network test-beds developed and the practical

implementations of QKD secured optical networks done since

2002 (as mentioned in Section I) involve the concepts and

methods discussed in Section IV-V. The DARPA quantum

network, built in 2003 in Boston, USA [69] established

entanglement through optical fiber and also introduced the

concept of trusted relays (discussed in Section IV.D and

Section V.C) for extending the transmission distance [70].

Both the SECOQC quantum network (the European fiber-

based quantum network), built in Vienna in 2008 [71], and

the SwissQuantum QKD network (the longest-running QKD

network installed in a Geneva metropolitan area in a real field

environment [73]) used the trusted repeater architecture. The

trusted repeaters based architecture and the process of key

transmission through TRN are described in Section IV.D, and

Section V.C, respectively. Experimental demonstration of the

world’s first secure TV conferencing was done over a distance

of 45 km through GHz-clocked QKD links of the Tokyo QKD

network, where six different QKD systems were combined

into a mesh network [72]. This secure TV conferencing setup

was also based on TRNs to extend the transmission distance.

Demonstration of a wide area QKD network was done for

more than 5000 hours from 2011 to 2012 in three cities

of China, namely, Hefei, Chaohu, and Wuhu [204]. China

started to build the longest QKD network over a distance of

2000km from Beijing to Shanghai based on trusted relay in

2013 and successfully established it in 2018 [15], [77], [206].

To circumvent the trust issues involved in the TRN based

approach, an MDI-QKD (discussed in Section II.C.2(b)) based

network was developed and demonstrated in a real field envi-
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TABLE IV: Summary of existing works that address various networking challenges in QKD-secured optical networks

Networking
Challenge

Year,
and Ref.

Description

RWTA
2017, [153] Develops a QKD-secured optical network architecture with SDN, address RWTA problem, and develop a static

RWTA strategy

2017, [12] Develops an ILP model and a heuristic for RWTA with two security-level providing solutions

2017, [127] Introduces a novel concept of KoD for efficient provisioning of network resources with QKP technique

2017, [173] Proposes a soft-reservation strategy to avoid time-conflict based on resource allocation

2018, [178] Develops RWTA algorithm with flexible key updation period in a dynamic traffic scenario and introduces the
concept of TSW to reduce time conflicting

2018, [126] Proposes a new time-scheduled scheme to assign resources efficiently for three types of channels with QKP
technique

2018, [199] Proposes a secret key generation scheme to provide security in the physical layer based on feature extraction
of the optical channel and experimentally verified the proposed scheme over 200 km fiber loop

2019, [162] Presents the concept of KaaS that provides sufficient secret keys in proper time to satisfy the lightpath requests

2019, [175] Proposes an auxiliary graph-based RWTA (AG-RWTA) algorithm to save quantum key resources

2019, [176] A new node structure was designed for the distribution of global quantum keys to secure multicast services

2020, [192] Proposes a novel KRT-RKA scheme based on the MRN node structure for efficient distribution of quantum
keys as per the user demands in a multicast service scenario

2020, [184] Two RWTA schemes was designed based on auxiliary graph in MQON with new node structure

2020, [197] A novel distributed DSKRT-RKA algorithm was proposed based on DSKRT-SM scheme for efficient
distribution of secret keys for multicast services

Multi
tenant

provisioning
problem

2019, [163] Introduces a new concept of QaaS and develop routing and SKR assignment strategy for multiple users

2019, [179] Develops a multi-tenant QKD network in which multiple users can use the same network infrastructure for
securing their lightpath requests, proposes a MTKA strategy and experimentally verified the proposed strategy

2019, [180] Demonstrates the multi-tenant provisioning over SDN-based metropolitan area network and design an on-
demand secret key resource allocation strategy for providing access to multiple users

2019, [182] and 2020,
[183]

The On-MTP problem was addressed and a heuristic and RL-based key assignment strategies were designed
for QKD networks

Resiliency
2019, [186] Focuses on protecting the secret keys against network failure and develop two new survivable schemes

2019, [188] A SKFM was constructed to design SKRS to strength the resiliency against failure in QKD network

2019, [189] A novel SBPP scheme based on dynamic time window plane was proposed in TDM based QKD-secured
optical networks

2020, [190] A new dynamic wavelength and key resource adjustment algorithm was proposed to solve the mixed/hybrid
resource allocation problem in the existing backup QKD-secured optical networks

Trusted
repeater

node
placement,

cost-
minimized
approach,
and key
recycling
approach

2020, [184] A novel quantum node structure with the ability of bypass was designed, if the distance between the two
nodes in the network is within a certain range

2020, [166], 2020,
[196], and 2021, [165]

A new hybrid trusted/untrusted relay based QKD network architecture which consists of TRNs/UTRNs was
proposed

2019, [200] The cost minimized problem was addressed, a novel cost-oriented model was constructed and a cost-efficient
QKD networking algorithms were designed to solve the cost-minimized problem

2020, [198] Quantum key recycling mechanisms, namely, partial recycling, all recycling, and mixed recycling, were
proposed to increase the number of available keys in the QKD system for secure communication
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TABLE V: Summary of practical demonstrations of QKD secured optical networks

Year and Ref. Description

2005, [69] Reports the status of the world’s first quantum cryptography network supported by US DARPA

2009, [71] Describes the SECOQC prototype of QKD network considering trusted repeater architecture for long-distance
communication in Vienna in 2008

2009, [201] Reports a practical realization of metropolitan QKD network without TRNs in Beijing

2009, [76] Demonstrates a user-oriented hierarchical quantum network based on technique of TRN in Wuhu, China

2010, [202] A metropolitan all-pass quantum communication network was successfully demonstrated in 2009 in China

2010, [203]and 2018,[61] The successful demostration of the co-existence of quantum signal and classical signal using WDM in different cities
in China

2010, [74] A long-term performance analyses of QKD network over the existing regional optical network was conducted in the
Durban in South Africa

2011, [73] Reports the performance of SwissQuantum QKD network in the field environment in Geneva over a metropolitan area

2011, [72] Demonstration of the quantum secure communication network in Tokyo by integrating six different QKD system into
a mesh network

2014, [204] A successful demonstration of wide area QKD network was conducted for more than 5000 hours from 2011 to 2012
in three cities, namely, Hefei-Chaohu-Wuhu, in China

2016, [45] Demonstrates a MDI-QKD network in real field environment with three user nodes and one UTRN

2016, [46] Demonstrates the MDI-QKD with decoy-state technique over ultra-low fiber link of 404 km with key rate of 3.2 ×

10−4 bps

2016, [205] The first commercial QKD network in South Korea was deployed in 2016

2016, [77], 2018, [15], and 2019,[206] China started to build a longest QKD network over a distance of 2000km from Beijing to Shanghai in 2013 and
successful established in 2018

2018, [51] Experimental demonstration of longest conventional QKD over ultra-low loss fiber achieve 421 km with a secret key
rate of 0.25 bps

2018, [85] A TF-QKD scheme was designed and experimentally demonstrated to solve the rate-distance problem of secure QKD
network

ronment in Hefei with three user nodes and one untrusted relay

node [45]. Recently, the first entanglement-based multi-node

quantum network [207] connecting three quantum processors

has been demonstrated in Netherlands, which will be tested

further outside the laboratory on the existing optical fiber

infrastructure in the future. Several similar efforts are being

made worldwide towards the realization of a quantum network

that will interconnect countless quantum devices via quantum

links in the future. A summary of the practical demonstrations

of QKD secured optical networks done in various parts of the

world, as discussed above, is given in Table V.

VI. OPEN ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

Quantum technology is fast evolving and is expected to

impact all the communication and secure information systems.

Significant research efforts are required at various levels to re-

alize cost-effective global deployment of quantum technology

including device-level research, design of new QKD protocols,

enhancement of SKR and transmission distance of quantum

signals, exploration of new use-cases of quantum technology,

development of advanced network architectures, among others,

that require interdisciplinary research. We highlight some of

the crucial open issues and challenges from the networking

perspective that are necessary to be addressed in near-future

for integration of QKD with the next-generation optical net-

works. This section also provides directions for future research

in QKD-secured optical networks.

A. Trusted Repeater Node Failure

Most of the existing works on QKD secured WDM optical

networks consider TRNs for long-distance communication

of quantum signals. The distance among TRNs need to be

significantly lesser as compared to the distance among the

nodes (ROADM/Optical cross-connect (OXC)) of optical net-

work due to the low transmission reach of weak quantum

signals. Thus, in a QKD secured WDM optical network, the

number of TRNs will be much higher as compared to the

conventional nodes (ROADM/OXC). Such dense deployment

of TRNs in core networks require additional cost as well as

it is vulnerable to multi-component (node/link) failures. TRN
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failures can affect the SKR and transmission distance as well

as it requires development of new survivability schemes. To

improve network resiliency, additional fiber might need to

be deployed among the TRNs. The geographical placement

of TRNs is another crucial aspect since the TRNs share the

information of secret keys generated among the end users,

as explained in Section V.C. Besides these issues, techno-

economic analysis of other schemes that do not require TRNs,

such as MDI-QKD and TF-QKD need to be done researched

in detail for QKD secured optical networks as an alternative

to TRN supported long-distance optical networks secured by

QKD.

B. Integration of QKD with EON and multiband transmis-

sion

QKD is envisaged to coexist with the global classical

optical networks in the future. Most of the work on QKD

secured optical networks has been done considering the in-

tegration of QKD with the currently deployed WDM optical

networks. However, the capacity of WDM optical networks is

continuously falling short to accommodate the exponentially

increasing bandwidth demands. EON has been proposed as a

promising near-term solution to satisfy the increasing band-

width demands by replacing the currently deployed WDM

network technology [208], [209], [210], [211]. EON provides

spectral flexibility and dynamicity that improves spectrum

utilization, whereas, to further improve the capacity of opti-

cal networks, multiband transmission (including other optical

bands along with the C-band) is being explored [212]. The

spectral expansion and flexibility will provide new challenges

for the integration of QKD with the future optical networks,

especially, the effect of physical layer impairments and con-

straints that are necessary to be explored and considered in

the networking studies.

C. QKD secured MCF networks

MCFs have been widely accepted as a long-term solution

to the capacity crunch in the optical networks. Spectral and

spatial expansion and flexibility will increase the capacity

of optical networks manifold. Thus, to integrate QKD with

the future optical networks, integration of QKD with MCF

(or space division multiplexing (SDM)-EON) also need to

be explored. Therefore, a bigger challenge lies ahead to

investigate the new challenges that will be introduced with the

integration of QKD with the next-generation optical network

technologies. To this end, few experimental demonstrations

have been done recently to analyze the feasibility of quantum-

classical coexistence in MCFs. Here, a separate core can be

assigned to the quantum signals and hence the available optical

band does not need to be divided into QSCh, PICh, and

TDCh. However, the presence of inter-core crosstalk (IC-XT)

is the main factor of interference between the strong classical

signals and the weak quantum signals [213], [214] that need

to be addressed. Several other aspects including MCF types,

structures, and regions of operation also need to be addressed

[215], [216], [217] in the context of MCF networks integrated

with QKD, especially, because the MCF technology is also

immature currently.

D. Telecom-cloud/fog infrastructure supported by QKD se-

cured optical networks

Optical networks play a major role in cloud comput-

ing/storage and act as a substrate for inter-datacenter network-

ing. The quantum computing technology is in infancy and it

is expected that at least initially, quantum computing will be

provided as a service through the internet, where the users

can utilize the quantum computing facilities from a distant

co-located quantum computing and cloud datacenter facility,

also referred to as quantum datacenter or quantum cloud.

The information exchanged between the quantum cloud and

the user may not be sensitive and hence might not require

QKD secured communication. Conversely, the information

to be stored/retrieved from the cloud might be confidential

that might not require quantum computing but does need

QKD secured communication. Thus, the integration of QKD

with the future telecom-cloud/fog infrastructure introduces

new networking challenges, especially, the heterogeneity of

services, that need to be explored and addressed. Optical

networks are also envisaged to enable fog computing and

to support networking among the micro datacenters. Thus,

with the development of cost-effective quantum computing

technology, quantum fog may also be developed similarly for

latency-sensitive applications that will introduce new research

aspects for metro optical networks.

It may be noted here that in a quantum cloud infrastructure

supported by optical network, the quantum computing facil-

ities share the same network that will be used for classical

communication (since all the services will not require QKD

security). Thus, trust-models need to be developed among

the quantum clouds sharing the optical network to ensure

security of classical communication. Although telecom and

inter-datacenter networking share the same optical network

mostly, however, dedicated optical network for quantum cloud

or quantum computing only might be deployed in future,

for instance, Google’s B4 inter-datacenter backbone network

dedicated for only interconnecting their datacenters deployed

worldwide. Thus, networking aspects with and without inte-

grating cloud and telecom services with QKD also need to be

explored.

E. Network topology

The existing core optical networks are mesh-connected

and have link distances ranging from hundreds to thousands

of kilometers. Several factors of the next-generation optical

networks indicate a possible modification in the core opti-

cal network technology including wireless network densifi-

cation (that will require more optical add/drop points per

unit area), short reach of higher order modulation formats

and MCFs, higher losses in non-C-band transmission, fog-

computing/storage supported by optical networks, among oth-

ers. In this case, a denser core optical network might need

to be established, where the TRNs can be co-located with

other network equipments and might emerge as a cost-effective

solution that provides high SKR. Besides, a mesh inter-TRN

optical network can improve the resiliency of QKD secured
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optical network. The topological aspects of QKD secured

optical networks have not been addressed yet in the literature.

F. Migration strategies and techno-economic studies

As observed with any other past technology, a gradual

migration of classical optical networks to QKD secured optical

networks over a long period of time is expected. The services

that require QKD are also expected to vary with time and cost.

Hence, traffic profiles, traffic forecasting, and evolving net-

work scenarios need to be considered for optimum migration

planning. Migration strategies for WDM to EON and EON

to SDM-EON have been developed in the literature [218],

[219], [220], [221], [222], [223]. Here, both the greenfield and

brownfield migration strategies have been developed, where it

is ensured that the existing services should not be interrupted

during migration. Similarly, gradual migration strategies for

integration of QKD with EON, multiband transmission, and

MCF networks need to be developed based on service level

agreement (SLA) [224] models to conduct techno-economic

analyses. Since the current and future technologies coexist

during gradual migration, the coexistence of two or more of the

WDM, EON, multiband transmission, SDM-EON, and QKD

technologies is expected in a network architecture for which

new networking algorithms also need to be designed.

G. Other applications and research directions

To address the above-mentioned open issues and networking

challenges as well as to improve the performance of the

existing approaches discussed in Section V, artificial intelli-

gence (AI), machine learning (ML), deep learning (DL), and

optimization methods can play a major role. ML techniques

have been used for many communication network applications

[225], [226] because they have capability to solve complex

problems. Estimation of quality of transmission (QoT) for

quantum and classical channels, margin reduction, failure pre-

diction, IC-XT management, device placement, and topology

design are some of the approaches that affect optical network

planning, which can be efficiently solved using AI/ML/DL.

Moreover, network self-configuration, self-optimization, and

design of reactive approaches such as restoration and dealing

with quantum hacking attacks using AI/ML/DL can also

improve the performance of the future QKD-secured optical

networks. Recently, a field trial of ML in hybrid quantum-

classical network was demonstrated for estimating the quan-

tum channel performance in terms of noise, SKR, and QBER

in presence of classical channel in C-band [227]. A draft

supplement to ITU-T Y-series recommendations also studied

and covered different topics related to application of ML in

QKD networks [228]. As observed with any new technology,

it is difficult to predict all the possible applications of QKD-

secured communication. Some of its possible applications

include the realization of quantum sensor networks, fiber-cut

monitoring, soft-failure detection, among others. Moreover,

QKD is an emerging quantum technology for securing ex-

isting and future communication networks. Hence, QKD can

be used for providing security in free space optics (FSO)

communication systems [229], visible light communications

[230], [231], [232], [233], [234], [235], [236], Unmanned

Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) communications [237], [238], and

THz communications [239], [240].

VII. SUMMARY

This survey paper focuses on the QKD-secured optical

networks, and describes procedure of QKD system, basic

concepts of qubit, types of attacks, network architectures, and

the methods developed for secure communication and to solve

the networking problems. QKD distributes random secret keys

between the sender and the receiver using different QKD

protocols via the QSCh and PICh. The realization of QKD

systems mainly depend on the QKD protocol being used.

Various QKD protocols have been designed based on the P&M

and EB schemes that define the principle on which the QKD

system will work. The QKD systems provide security (based

on the fundamental laws of quantum mechanics), however, due

to the imperfection of practical devices, the quantum hacking

attacks may leverage the security loopholes to crack the secure

QKD systems. To mitigate the adverse effects of quantum

hacking attacks, several methods have been developed, such

as decoy-state QKD, MDI-QKD, and TF-QKD.

The QKD systems are expected to be integrated with

the existing optical networks. However, this integration that

requires two additional channels, namely, QSCh, and PICh,

along with the TDCh introduces new challenges to be solved in

the QKD secured optical networks. New network architectures

have been proposed for QKD secured optical networks. More-

over, various new networking problems have been identified

and researched upon in the recent past including the RWTA

problem, resiliency of QLPs, TRN placement, among others.

Several important and open issues have been identified that

need to be addressed in the future.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper provides a comprehensive survey of QKD se-

cured optical networks. All the necessary aspects needed to

build an understanding of QKD secured optical networks

have been covered, including the basics of qubit, various

QKD protocols and procedures, the types of attacks in QKD

protocols, network architectures, and state-of-the art methods

developed to solve the important networking problems in QKD

secured optical networks.

Several unexplored and partially-addressed issues and chal-

lenges have been identified that need to be explored further,

as highlighted in Section VI. Moreover, efficient methods

need to be developed for the already explored networking

problems, and new networking challenges might be discovered

for successful and efficient integration of QKD with the global

optical networks in the future.

APPENDIX A

A. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

AES Advanced encryption standard

AG-RWTA Auxiliary graph based-RWTA

AI Artificial intelligence
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API Application program interface

B92 protocol Bennett-92 protocol

BB84 protocol Bennett and Brassard-84 protocol

BBM92 protocol Bennett Brassard Meermin-92 protocol

bps Bit per second

C-band Conventional band

CCh Control channel

COW protocol Coherent one-way protocol

CV-QKD protocol Continuous-variable QKD protocol

D Diagonal

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Project

Agency

DCh Data channel

DCNs Data communication nodes

DL Deep learning

DPR-QKD protocol Distributed-reference QKD protocol

DPS protocol Differential phase shift protocol

DSKRT-RKA Distributed subkey-relay-tree-based

secure multicast-routing and key

assignment

DSKRT-SM Distributed subkey-relay-tree based

secure multicast

DV-QKD protocol Discrete-variable QKD protocol

DWDM Dense wavelength division

multiplexing

E91 protocol Ekert-91 protocol

EB scheme Entanglement based scheme

EONs Elastic optical networks

ETSI European Telecommunications

Standards Institute

ETSI ISG-QKD ETSI Industry Specification Group on

QKD

FB-RWTA Full-bypassed RWTA

FSO Free space optics

H Horizontal

IC-XT Inter-core crosstalk

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers

IETF/IRTF Internet Engineering Task

Force/Internet Research Task Force

ILP Integer linear programming

IM Intensity modulator

ISG Industry Specification Group

ISO/IEC International Organization for

Standardization/International

Electrotechnical Commission

ITU International Telecommunication

Union

ITU-T International Telecommunication

Union-Telecommunications

ITU-T SG 13 ITU-T Study Group 13

ITU-T SG 17 ITU-T Study Group 17

JPL-RWTA Joint-path-and-link-based routing

wavelength and time slot assignment

JTC Joint Technical Committee

KaaS Key as a service

Km Kilometer

KML Key management link

KoD Key on demand

KP Key pool

KRT-RKA Key-relay-tree-based routing and key

assignment

LKM Local key manager

LP Lightpath

Mbps Megabits per second

MCF Multicore fiber

MDI-QKD Measurement-device-independent

QKD

MDI-QRx MDI-QKD receiver

MDI-QTx MDI-QKD transmitter

ML Machine learning

MPRM Multi-path recovery method

MQON Metro-quantum optical networks

MRN Multi relay node

MTKA Multi-tenant key assignment

MTP Multi-tenant provisioning

NETCONF protocol Network configuration protocol

NGNs Next-generation networks

O-band Original band

OFP OpenFlow protocol

Off-MTP Offline multi-tenant provisioning

On-MTP Online multi-tenant provisioning

OPRM Open path recovery method

OTDM Optical time division multiplexing

OXC Optical cross-connect

P&M Prepare and measure

PB-RWTA Partial-bypassed RWTA

PF Polarization filter

PICh Public interaction channel

PIN photo-diode positive-intrinsic-negative photo-diode

PNS Photon number splitting

QaaS QKD as a service

QBER Quantum bit error rate

QCNs Quantum communication nodes

QD Quantum detector

QKD Quantum key distribution

QKDN Quantum key distribution network

QKPC Quantum key pool construction

QKPs Quantum key pools

QKS Quantum secret key server

QL Quantum link

QLP QKD secured lightpath

QoT Quality of transmission

QSCh Quantum signal channel

QSS Quantum signal source

Qubits Quantum bits

R Rectilinear

RL Reinforcement learning

RNG Random number generator

ROADMs Reconfigurable optical add and drop

multiplexers

RWA Routing and wavelength assignment

RWKA Routing wavelength and key

assignment

RWTA Routing wavelength and time slot

assignment
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SARG04 protocol Scarani Acin Ribordy Gisin-04

protocol

SBPP Shared backup path protection

SDM Space division multiplexing

SDN Software-defined networking

SDON Software-defined optical network

SDQaaS Software defined network for QKD as

a service

SECOQC Secure Communication based on

Quantum Cryptography

SKFM Secret key flow model

SKRs Secret key rates

SKRS Secret key recovery strategy

SKSR Service request security ratio

SLA Service level agreement

SPc Control channel security probability

SPd Data channel security probability

SRSR Service request security ratio

SSP protocol Six-state protocol

TDCh Traditional data channel

TDM Time division multiplexing

TF-QKD Twin-field QKD

TRNs Trusted repeater nodes

TSW Time sliding window

TWRM Time window-based recovery method

UAVs Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

UTRNs Untrusted relay nodes

V Vertical

VKP Virtual key pool

VOAs Variable optical attenuators

WG3 Working group 3

WDM Wavelength division multiplexing
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